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Project Overview
The intended purpose of the boat storage facility and dock is to provide indoor boat

storage to the residents of Rodanthe, NC and to attract additional tourists to Rodanthe.

Currently, there are no indoor boat storage facilities in the Outer Banks area; therefore, this

project is a unique investment opportunity. The location of the project is conveniently located off

NC-12, the main road through Rodanthe, and across from Trade Winds Drive. Tourists can

either tow their boats into Rodanthe and use the boat ramp or travel to Rodanthe by boat. Both

methods of travel require renting a boat slip for parking. Both the boat dock and Rodanthe

Bridge increase the town’s accessibility; therefore, attracting tourists to explore kite surfing, the

beaches, and boating opportunities.

The facility includes two indoor boat storage buildings at 20,000 square feet each, a

prefabricated office building, a boat drop-in, boat ramp, and a boat dock. Each indoor storage

facility can hold 78 boats for a total of 156 boats. The boat dock has 48 wet slips available for

rent. The property also has ample parking for both cars and boat trailers. Customers who

purchase parking may also use the restroom facilities in the office. The variety of services

offered at the facility allow for various revenue streams, making the facility a good investment.
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Company Overview
Forward Working Builders (FWB) LLC is a design and construction company based out of
Norfolk, VA. FWB is passionate about building structures to last a lifetime. We focus on
delivering high-quality projects on-time and within budget for our project owners. We are able to
ensure both the quality of design and construction through our design-build services as our
integrated teams work together from the start of design to the end of construction. With one
team upholding the same mission and vision, our design and construction teams collaborate
efficiently to create innovative design and construction solutions.

Mission & Vision

Mission: To provide high-quality design-build solutions as an ethical, honest, and trusted partner
in the construction industry.
Vision: To be the trusted partner for all clients in the areas we serve.

Locations
● Norfolk, VA
● Roanoke, VA
● Wilmington, NC
● Raleigh, NC
● Charleston, SC

Markets served
Forward Working Builders specializes in three market areas:

Heavy Civil
Our company specializes in challenging road and bridge projects that require unique means and
methods for construction. Our engineering design department works closely with the
construction team to design economic structures and effective temporary structure solutions.
We have experience working with different project delivery methods including: design-bid-build,
design-build, and construction manager at risk.

Industrial
Our company specializes in design-build contracts for industrial facilities. FWB has extensive
experience with industrial construction for the following industries: food service, distribution, and
marine. By focusing on a design-build delivery for industrial projects, our team designs and
constructs facilities with expedited schedules and to the highest safety and quality standards.

Marine
Our company’s standout market is the marine industry where we specialize in constructing
marine structures including docks and berms. With most of our locations located near the shore,
we are trusted partners with marine design firms and are experts in constructing marine
structures with the highest degree of safety.
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Services offered

Design
Forward Working Builders (FWB) specializes in structural and civil design services for heavy
civil and industrial projects. Our team of engineering professionals design every structure with
safety and cost effectiveness as paramount factors. We work closely with our MEP partners to
facilitate early integration in efforts to minimize clashes and delays during construction. Our
design professionals also work very closely with our construction team for design-build projects
allowing us to better understand our clients needs and create expedited schedules.

Construction
Forward Working Builders’ (FWB) team of construction professionals transform project visions
into reality. We emphasize quality and strive to build structures that withstand a lifetime. Our
teams’ ability to recognize and mitigate risks saves project owner’s time and money. The
company’s dedication to safety is shown through our EMR rating of 0.6. The team is skilled at
delivering green construction, lean construction, and design-build projects. Our professionals
are accredited with LEED, DBIA, and CCM.

Project Team Members

Project Manager
Sydney Buck - DBIA, CCM
The Project Manager is responsible for overseeing all aspects of design and construction. The
project manager is responsible for generating economically beneficial investment opportunities
and developing relationships with community members. Additionally, the project manager is
responsible for coordinating both the design and construction teams.The project manager’s
main focus is the cost and risks associated with the project. The project manager is the first
point of contact for the project owner and is responsible for leading a high-performance team.

Superintendent
Jake Makosy
The Superintendent is responsible for quality control and managing all construction activities.
During design, the superintendent works with the team to develop effective means and methods
for every project. The superintendent will be on-site everyday to coordinate construction
activities. Additionally, Jake is a construction engineering graduate from Virginia Tech and
therefore has the expertise to develop creative and sound solutions to any issues that arise on
site.

Safety Manager
Mike Greene - CHST
The safety manager is responsible for creating a project-specific safety plan with mitigation
strategies for the project. The safety manager will determine and design all required safety
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systems and ensure the safety of all workers’ throughout construction. The safety manager is
also responsible for ensuring all workers’ health each day on site. Should an incident occur, the
safety manager is responsible to conduct a post-event analysis.

Structural Engineer
Kate Springsteen - PE, LEED AP
The structural engineer is responsible for designing an economic, sturdy structure. The
structural engineer is responsible for the foundation and metal structure of all buildings on site.
Additionally, the structural engineer is responsible for selecting adequate boat lifts. All
calculations are required to be checked by an independent engineer. Detailed design drawings
and schedules will be developed and given to the construction team.

Marine Engineer
Jake Hunter - PE
The marine engineer is responsible for the design of all water based structures. All water-based
structures are rigorously designed to withstand hurricanes and other natural events. All
calculations will be checked by an independent engineer. Detailed design drawings and
schedules will be developed and given to the construction team.

Virtual Design Engineer
Taylor Kulik - LEED AP
The virtual design engineer is responsible for creating an accurate 3D-model of the complete
facility. The virtual design engineer is also responsible for coordinating the drawings and
ensuring all drawings meet the company’s graphic standards.

Assistant to the Chief Estimator
Chris Mitchell
The estimator is responsible for developing an accurate construction cost estimate and
schedule. He will also develop a site logistics plan to coordinate schedules with the means and
methods the superintendent has developed to complete the project. The estimator will work
mainly in pre-construction; however, will provide scheduling expertise throughout construction to
the superintendent.
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Zoning and Environmental Considerations

Following the S-1 Special District section of the Dare County NC Code of Ordinances it
is clear that there are many considerations and limitations to our build. Listed below will
be all standards and rules that we will follow in designing our structures and surrounding
area. This will be a summary of the ordinance and not specifically word for word.

Our lot will be subdivided into two parts. There is a house located on the property and
that will be separated from the land we want to purchase. Our group will take the proper
legal route to do this and require a lot line revision. The costs and time associated with
the subdivision will be included in our estimate and schedule.

The area chosen for our project is in the S-1 area based in Tri Villages. Per this zoning
district, it is allowed to have group developments. This zone was determined from the
Dare County Zoning Map.

The main design and development standards we must follow, fall under the Multiple
Building Project section, Floods section, Commercial Development Design section, and
Boat Related sections.

Multiple Building Project

This section includes projects with more than one principal building. We will submit our
site plans for review to Dare County. The below points are from Section 22-31 Group
Development Projects.

● Host a pre-application conference for the planning board and the developer
● Scaled site plans submitted for review of all aspects
● No official town roads will be added, any streets paved for private use will be

drawn and checked by an engineer. It will also be checked for emergency and
service vehicle access.

● Any building and parking made will not interfere with the flow of traffic in the area
● All buildings will be separated by 20 feet
● The building will comply with front yard, side and rear yard setback rules listed in

the commercial development section

Floods

Any group development located in a special flood hazard must include the following
certificate on the site plan that is submitted for conditional use permit approval by Dare
County. The below points are also from Section 22-31 in the disclosure of flood and
other hazards.
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“This property, or portions of this property, is located within a special flood hazard
area as designated on Flood Insurance Rate Maps for Dare County. Location in a
special flood hazard area represents a one percent (1%) or greater chance of
being flooded in any given year. Flood insurance may be required by lending
institutions for structures constructed on property located in special flood hazard
areas.”

Following the Flood Insurance Rate Maps for Dare County, our location in Rodanthe is
considered a special flood hazard area. This can be seen below in the picture.

Figure 1: Flood Rate Insurance Map for Dare County

We are in Zone AE which is a middle
tier zone. Our base flood elevation is 4
feet This means the finished floor
elevation must be 5 feet above sea
level. The extra one foot is for
freeboard. As seen in the picture on
the left, the location of our sight has an
elevation of 7 feet. The program used
to determine this was the World Wide
Elevation Finder. The 7 feet of
elevation allows us to build our
structure directly on soil without any
concern of needing extra height.
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Figure 2: Elevation Map of Rodanthe

Any land proposed for development located in a Coastal Outer Barrier Resources Areas
must include the certificate on the final plat submitted for approval by Dare County
Zoning Administrator. The proposed ramp and berm may enter this area. The certificate
below will be included in our submission.

“This property, or portions of this property, is located within a Coastal Outer
Barrier Resources Act (CBRA) zone as determined by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Location in a CBRA zone precludes the availability of federally-insured
loans and the purchase of federal flood insurance through the National Flood
Insurance Program.”

Commercial Development

The below points are from Section 22-27 S-1 Special District in the Dimensional
requirements for commercial development.

● Minimum front yard setback is 15 feet
● Minimum side yard is 10 feet
● Minimum rear yard is 20 feet
● Maximum allowable lot coverage is 60%
● Highest floor level shall be no greater than 35 feet above the lowest ground

grade within a 50 foot perimeter of the exterior walls of the structure
● Overall height of a structure from ground level to its highest point shall not

exceed 52 feet
● Maximum gross building size is 20,000 square feet

Boats

Our specialized zone S-1 does not have specific rules about boats/boat buildings. This
proposed development is assumed to qualify as a marina. Marinas are defined as part
of commercial development in zone S-1.
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Site Selection & Concept Site Plan

Rodanthe is in need of a Boat Storage facility and a public boat ramp. Currently, there are no
public boat ramps in this area and the closest boat storage facility is 35 minutes outside of
Rodanthe. Boating is a popular activity in this area and there needs to be storage. A boat
storage facility will allow local boaters to store and protect their boats in the off season. Fishing
is also a very popular activity in this area and an addition of a public boat ramp will bring fishers
and tourists to Rodanthe. Also, a lot of people travel to the outer banks by boat. Having a public
boat ramp and a dock for people to park their boat will attract these travelers to Rodanthe which
will increase tourism. In 2020 boat sales reached a 13 year high which means there will be a
demand for more boat storage options. This site is perfectly located in the town and will serve
the entire community around as well as tourists.
Site Plan

Figure 3: Overall Site Plan
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Figure 4: Enlarged Site Plan

Site Plan Narrative

Scope of work
The project includes extensive demolition, sitework and construction of new commercial boat
warehouses. The beginning of the construction work will encompass demolition of the existing
go kart track, grading of the site and installation of water, storm, and tie in all electrical utilities. A
parking lot will be built for users of the storage warehouses and the boat ramp. The boat drop in
will utilize part of an existing dock and a ledge will be reinforced for the forklift to set the boats in
the water.The construction of a new boat dock with 48 boat slips will allow owners to dock their
boats throughout the summer and boating season. The dirt hauling operations for the burm will
be properly designed and carried out to support the loads imposed by a forklift lifting that is
handling  a large boat. The slab on grade for the buildings will also be properly designed to
support the extreme weather and flooding conditions in the area.
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Site Plan
The site is located at 24530 NC 12 HWY and encompasses five acres of land in a commercially
zoned parcel in Rodanthe. The land will be purchased from I.G HOLDINGS, LLC and RITSA G
MERJOS at a cost of approximately one million dollars($1,000,000).
The site will consist of two steel framed boat storage warehouses, an office building with
attached public bathrooms and showers, a berm that extends into the sound for loading and
unloading boats via forklift, and a public access boat ramp for loading and unloading boats via
trailer.

Site Zoning

The image shows the separate parcels of land that will be split and purchased.

Site Zoning Narrative
The zoning regulations currently have two zones that will be used for the development
of the boat storage facility.  Currently, the northern lot is available for purchase.
However, the southern lot is owned by a homeowner who has put a fence around their
house and yard.  Our proposal is to split the southern zone with the homeowner up to
the fenceline, purchase the upper portion of that new zone, and combine it with the
northern parcel. There will be a legal process for this procedure, but given the history of
Dare County’s zoning history we believe it is completely manageable upon negotiation
with the homeowner.  Upon combination of the two proposed lots, there will be enough
land to satisfy both design requirements, and legal requirements.
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The proposed lot for this facility would require a subdivision of land.  The proposed lot
currently sits on a privately owned lot with a single residential home.  We will work with
the land owner to subdivide the land in a way such that both parties are satisfied.  We
are confident that we will be able to work with the land owner as they have
demonstrated no desire for the land that we intend to subdivide by fencing in their
residential space and leaving approximately half the lot vacant.  After consulting with the
land owner and arranging an agreement, a simple legal procedure will be required
involving a proposal, review, and execution phase. Zoning and subdivision laws are
local to Dare county.

Building/Structures Concepts
Boat Storage

Figure 5: Example of Boat Storage [1]

We plan to use a similar design to what is shown in Figure 5. The boat storage facilities
will have a deep concrete foundation, concrete floor slab and steel framing. The building
will be completely open and will not have different levels. There will be interior exposed
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framing along the edges of the building that will help support the multiple levels of boat
storage. The local zoning rules state that a building cannot be above 52 feet, so this
building will be 51 feet and consist of 3 levels of boat storage like shown in the picture.
The middle of the building will be left open to allow for easy storage and movement.
Since this location is along the water all the steel used in this project will have special
coating to help prevent corrosion from the salt water.

Figure 6: Example of outside of Boat Storage [2]
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Figure 7: Observation of Forklift in Action

The outside of the buildings will look similar to the facility shown in Figure 6. The
exterior of the building will have a metal panel facade. The main entrance will be a big
garage door. The forklift will need a wide turning radius to account for the length of the
boat being transported.The path of travel is indicated on the site plan.
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Office Building with Restroom

Figure 8: Example of metal framed office building [3]

This building will include office space.  It will be similar to the storage buildings as it will
also have a deep concrete foundation, concrete floor slab and steel framing. Our office
building will be similar to the one shown in the picture as it will also have a metal facade
and a garage that we will use for storage.
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Foundation for Buildings
Deep Pile Foundations

Figure 9: Explanation and Example of Pile foundation [4]

For all the buildings on site there will be pile foundations because of the soil conditions
and the loading. We plan on using precast concrete piles as coated steel piles would
not work because of the potential of corrosive soil. Once all the piles are set we will tie
the rebar from the piles in with the rebar from the slab and pour the concrete to make a
concrete slab.
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Boat Slips

Figure 10: Example of Boat Slips [5]

A boat dock is proposed to allow people to store their boats in the water during the
warmer months. The boat slips will provide a space for members of the storage facility
to store their boats throughout the summer as well as a space for visitors to dock their
boats when visiting the area of Rodanthe. This will be a permanent dock with piles to
prevent the dock from floating away. The boat slips will be a new structure on the
property as the existing dock on the property will be demolished.
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Berm / Forklift Drop In

Figure 11: Forklift placing boat in water off berm [6]

Figure 12: Forklift placing boat in water off canal

The berm will act as a driving surface for the forklifts as they will bring the boats to and
from the storage warehouse and set them gently in the water for our customers.
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Constructing a berm will allow the forklifts to take the boats out into deeper water to
place the larger boats. A berm and forklift eliminates a step for the boat owners,
typically they would have to get their boat onto their trailer and launch it. This system
benefits boat owners and is a common practice around stagnant water locations. The
berm will be built due south of the existing dock. The existing dock on this property will
be retrofitted and updated into a dock with boat slips. The berm will be built up on the
edge of the water to reinforce the loads that a forklift with a full size boat will impose.
The berm will be reinforced with piles driven into the ground and the soil will be filled
with structural material and supported by rip rap to prevent erosion.

Boat Ramp

Figure 13: Example of a boat ramp [7]

On site there will be a boat launch/ramp for individuals to launch their own boats using a
trailer. This ramp will consist of precast reinforced concrete panels with deep grooves
for tracton. We will surround the edges of the ramp with rip rap to protect against
scouring. The boat ramp will contain two bays to allow multiple boats to be unloaded
simultaneously.
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Cost Benefit Analysis

The plot of land selected for the project is estimated to cost $1.25 million based
on average acreage costs near Rodanthe. This cost may increase since the one plot of
land has to be purchased from an individual owner which may increase costs. The cost
for construction of the boat storage facility is expected to range between $1.8 million
and $2.6 million based on two storage facilities that are 20,000 square feet each. The
office space is expected to cost around $150,000. Based on estimates for the
construction costs and yearly operating income and expenses, the boat storage facility
is expected to pay-off all construction costs within four years of operation.

Currently, there is no indoor boat storage in neither Rodanthe nor the Outer
Banks area as a whole. Therefore, this business is a unique opportunity to invest in the
growing boating industry of the Outer Banks. The average cost of outdoor boat storage
in the Outer Banks is $113 per month. Indoor storage is more expensive than outdoor
storage and typically costs over $200 per month. Given the unique location, the team
suggests charging $250 per month for indoor boat storage. Each storage building can
hold 78 boats for a total of 156 boats total. If both buildings are fully rented, the facility
would generate $39,000 in revenue per month. The owner of the facility may also
choose to charge a higher monthly fee for larger boats and for prime locations like the
bottom level.

The wet boat slips on the boat dock will be available for yearly and weekly
rentals. The yearly rentals will be geared towards people living on their boats and
residents of Rodanthe. The weekly boat slip rentals are intended to increase the amount
of tourists who visit Rodanthe by boat. The wet slips offer boaters the opportunity to
park their boat and visit Rodanthe’s beach and local restaurants and shops. OBX
Marina on Roanoke Island charges $6000 for a yearly wet slip rental. Due to this
facility's prime location, the team suggests charging $7500 for a yearly rental and $700
for a weekly wet slip rental.

Paid parking is available at the boat storage facility. Parking is included with all
yearly boat storage or slip rentals. For daily parking, the rates are $5 for one hour or
$25 for one day. The one-hour rate is geared towards those using the boat ramp as
those facilities are included in the parking rate. Additionally, those who purchase parking
may also use the restrooms on site. Parking will be monitored by an electronic parking
gate at the entrance to the facility.

The use of the forklift on site is another revenue generating activity. For yearly
storage and slip rentals, four uses of the forklift are included in the rate. Any additional
uses are $50. For customers without a yearly rental, the use of the forklift costs $150
per hour. The cost of the forklift will cover the costs for gas and the operator.

Additional revenue can be generated in the future by purchasing boats and
renting them out for excursions. Excursions that take passengers fishing in the sound
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average from $275 without a skipper to $420 with a skipper. Averaging the rental costs,
boat rentals could cost $350 for a three to four hour excursion on the sound. The
average pontoon boat costs $35,000 and skiff boats can be purchased for as little as
$10,000 [8, 9]. Each boat would generate $700 in revenue per day or $4,900 per week.
Providing rental boats is an incentive to bring tourists to the town of Rodanthe as
currently there are only jet ski rentals available in the town.

While there are not many development grants available for private boat storage,
there is a grant available if the investor decides to construct a pump out station at the
dock. Marina Association provides a grant for boat docks planning, engineering, and
constructing pump out stations [10]. Since there will already be sewage lines for the
public bathroom, the pump out station can connect to the existing bathroom sewage
lines. While this results in more construction, it can also bring more out-of-town boaters
to Rodanthe to use the resources offered at this boating facility. Boaters can disembark
and support local Rodanthe businesses while utilizing the pumpout station, which can
benefit Rodanthe’s local economy.

The financial estimates for the boat facility are shown below:
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Financial Estimates for Indoor Boat Facility
Construction Costs Notes

Land Cost $1,250,000.00

Indoor Storage Facility and
Boat Dock $2,200,000.00 average of estimates at $1.8 million and $2.6 million

Office Building $150,000.00

Total Cost of Construction $3,600,000.00

Revenues (yearly)

Indoor Boat Storage (90%
capacity) $421,200.00

Weekly Wet Slips $252,000.00 20 spots

Yearly Wet Slips $210,000.00 28 spots

Parking (95 spots total) $105,000.00
assumes 50 daily & 20 1 hrs each day from May -
September and 10 daily after

Forklift $25,000.00

Total Yearly Revenues $1,013,200.00

Expenses (Yearly)

Gas for Forklift $10,000.00 assumption

Property Taxes $7,000.00
based on two parcels being purchased + added 1000 for
building worth

Utilities $6,000.00 assume 500/month

Misc $10,000.00 assuming office supplies and other expenses

Insurance $20,000.00 assumption

Cleaning Service $5,200.00 assume 100/week to clean bathrooms and office space

Office Employee Salaries $80,000.00 (2) at $40,000 each yearly

Forklift Operator Salaries $74,000.00 (2) at $37,000 each yearly

Docker Salaries $17,748.00
(2) at minimum wage ($7.25 in NC) from May - September
(they are eligible for tips)

Total Yearly Expenses $138,200.00

Yearly Net Income $875,000.00

Years to Pay Off
Construction Costs 4.11
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Design

Geotechnical report
There are certain soils found off the coast of North Carolina that are both suitable and
unsuitable for specific construction projects such as building boat docks, piers, ramps and/or
berms either in the water or on the shoreline. Because the construction of every building on this
site (office building, boat storage facilities, boat ramp, boat berm, and boat slip) will be using
piles as the foundation, the soil beneath the construction site must be carefully considered.
Some of the soils not adequate for pile construction near water include clay or silt soils (fine
material) as this results in unstable piling. The type of material used for piling is also vital. For
example, wood piles will require a metal pile tip for protection if driven into certain gravel or rock
content (coarse material). Even some pile driving methods are impractical such as “jetting” of
piles, a technique that liquefies the soils at the pile tip during pile placement, reducing the
friction and interlocking between adjacent sub-grade soil particles around the water jet. This
technique has been deemed environmentally unsound not just in the Outer banks but in the
construction industry as a whole. This technique is now typically not permitted, especially for silt
or clay content.

When looking at an average pile foundation, the pile must be the necessary length to be driven
deep enough into the ground to rest on strong soil or rock. To find this length, a geotechnical
practice called boring logs are performed and recorded on what is called a soil boring report,
which describes the soil type, soil group, depth to bedrock, depth to seasonal wetness, as well
as the depth, color, and texture of the different soil layers of wherever you are recording
information from. The soil research done for Dare County, NC is included in The National
Resource Conservation Service’s USDA Soil Survey for Dare County, NC. Even though the
town of Waves (the town where our boat storage facility is to be constructed) is not included in
this soil survey, the plots of land both above and below the town of Waves have been recorded,
specifically Roanoke Island/North Outer Banks and the cape Hatteras seashore. The soil profile
for this construction site is assumed to have the same profile as these two locations.

Normally, beach and offshore deposits have sand throughout the soil profile, while back barrier
deposits tend to have clay loams (a soil mixture that is made up of numerous types of different
composites, however contains more clay than any other material). The particles of clay are very
small in clay loams, which is an important characteristic because this means clay loams have a
very high relative density and low porosity, which in broad terms means it has a very dense soil
configuration that has little to no empty space. Because of this, the soil mixture is not
permeable, blocking water from entering its pores. The type of loams found in the surrounding
areas of Waves, NC are referred to as “sandy clay loams”, meaning there is a 40-40-20
relationship in the loam between sand-clay-other materials.
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Figure 14: Organic Soil Depth and Make-Up in Pamlico Sound [11]

The figure above provides the description of soil after the first 16 inches in both the Pamlico
Sound and the adjacent areas, including the town of Waves. The 40-40-20 relationship of sandy
clay loams is found in the first 16 inches of the soil below the surface, with organic soils found in
the next 3 feet of soil below the sandy clay loams. The type of organic surface is still classified
as “Loamy”, with the underlying material below the organic soil being simply sandy deposits.
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Foundation Narrative:
The foundation system for the boat storage facility will
consist of footings and a combination of friction piles and
end bearing piles, beneath each column of the structure.
The columns will be attached to the footing via a base
plate and embedded anchor bolts while the pile is
attached to the footings with dowels that will be drilled and
epoxied into the pile. These piles will be a combination of
friction piles and end bearing piles because of the sandy
soil conditions.

Piles
The design of these piles will be similar to design of the
transition bent bridge piles. They will be 30” prestressed
square concrete piles. The depth in which the piles are
driven would be determined by the soil strata at each site
along with the SPT N blow count. This data is unavailable,
so the Rodanthe Bridge Geotechnical Engineering report
and the bridge substructure design drawings will be used
to determine the depth of the piles. The geotechnical
report shows that there is dense to very dense soils at -60,
so the depth of the piles for the boat storage facility will be
assumed to be 60’. This lines up with the depths of the transition bent piles, which vary between
45’ and 90’.

The current design estimates that each footing will require 2 vertically driven piles as opposed to
angularly driven piles. The figure to the side shows a detail of the foundation at each column
location.

Footings
The size of the footings were determined considering two-way shear and one way shear. The
flexural reinforcements were also designed. It was calculated that they are 9’x9’ square footing
with a depth of 28 inches. In each footing there are 6 number 8 bars, spaced 16” center to
center. The calculations are shown in the appendix.
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Steel Design Narrative
Boat Storage Facility
The boat storage facility will be a steel structure. All the beams, girders, and columns are
W-shaped A992 steel while the braces are HSS square A500 Gr C steel. Each storage facility
has the capacity to house 78 boats, and each boat was assumed to have a maximum weight of
5,000 lbs. It was also assumed that metal roof decking weighs 3 psf [12] and the metal facade
weight is 3 psf [13]. Below is a table listing the sizes of the members. The calculations for these
members are shown in the appendix.

Member Size
Columns and
Braces

Beams, Girders, & Joists C1 W8x31

B1 W18x25 C2 W8x31

B2 W12x19 C3 W8x31

J1 W10x15 C4 W8x31

J2 W10x15 C5 W8x31

J3 W8x13 C6 W8x31

J4 W8x13 C7 W8x31

G1 W18x35 C8 W8x31

G2 W14x26 C9 W10x49

G3 W18x35 C10 W8x48

G4 W14x26 C11 W12x65

G5 W21x62 Br1 HSS4.5x4.5x5/16

G6 W18x40 Br2 HSS4.5x4.5x5/16

G7 W21x55 Br3 HSS6x6x5/16

G8 W18x40 Br4 HSS6x6x5/16

Table 1: Steel Members Br5 HSS7x7x5/16

Br6 HSS7x7x5/16

Br7 HSS6x6x3/16

Br8 HSS6x6x3/16

Br9 HSS7x7x1/2

Br10 HSS7x7x1/2

Br11 HSS8x8x1/2

Br12 HSS8x8x1/2
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Office   Building:     
The   office   building   will   be   a   prefabricated   metal   building   ordered   from   Arco   Building   systems.   
The   building   will   be   30’   x   50’   x   10’.   The   foundation   system   for   this   office   building   was   designed   
and   will   be   installed   by   Forward   Working   Builders.   A   revit   model   of   the   building   is   shown   below.   
  

  
  

Figure   15:   Prefabricated   Office   Building   to   be   picked   onto   SOG   
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Means and Methods

Major Project Phases
The major project phases will describe how the work will be performed and the sequencing of
events on the project. The general contractor will procure specialty contractors in the area and
work with them in the preconstruction phase to develop a critical path schedule to complete the
work. The goal of this plan is to provide the contractors with information so they can work
together to build this project on time, to the highest quality, and stay within the owners budget.

Erosion and Sediment Controls

The first phase of construction will consist of the installation of erosion and sediment controls.
Due to this site’s proximity to the Pamlico Sound, it is critical to install proper controls to prevent
any disturbance to the sound. In order to mitigate any environmental risks, super silt fencing will
be installed on the sound side of site with standard silt fence along the North, South, and West.
Check dams, sediment traps, and other sediment control methods will be used to ensure all
runoff from the site will be filtered before returning to the natural waterways.

Demolition

The second phase of construction will consist of demolition of the existing go-kart track and
structures. Sequencing of demolition will be as follows; clearing and grubbing, removal of
existing fencing, removal of existing building, removal of existing structures along NC-12
draining of the artificial pond, removal of the bridge on the track, milling of the track, and
removal of the concrete in the pond. All milling operations will be accomplished using a CAT
PM310 Cold Planer while other demolition tasks will make use of a CAT 336 excavator with a
hydraulic breaker and grapple attachments.

Sitework

The second phase of the project is sitework which will also move from north to south as grading
operations will commence for the building pads. Site crews will utilize D6 dozers and 963D track
loaders for soil moving operations to cut and fill the site to the proposed elevations. The building
pads will be leveled first to allow crews to come in and start driving piles for the north buildings
foundation. Crews will then move to the south storage facilities building pad to prep that for pile
driving operations. The excess soil will be taken over to the berm to build up that area and
additional fill may need to be trucked in to support the berm retaining wall where the forklift will
drop in boats. The berm retaining wall will include driving piles and filling in structurally stable
soil. The approach will be formed and poured with the forklift driveway.

Crews will then level the soil for the office building and begin filling operations for the existing
pond. The pond will need to be filled for the proposed parking lot. After the pond concrete is
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demolished, excavators and track loaders will be used to make a ramp to bring trucks into the
pond to begin fill operations in structural lifts. Lifts will be in 8-12 inches depending on the soil
available on site and if additional fill is needed to be trucked in.

As the pond is filled in, grading operations for the parking lot will commence. The boat launch
ramp will be cut out and prepped for installation of the precast boat ramp elements will be
installed. After grading operations for the parking lot are finished, crews will spread gravel
across the lot. The crews will finish up grading for the forklift path and then demobilize from the
site.

Foundations

Once sitework has been substantially completed, foundations will start going into place.  The
foundations for each building consist of pile driving, pouring footings, and pouring a slab on
grade.  All foundation work will be comprised of reinforced concrete.  The piles will be driven first
using a Vermeer PD5 pile driver for each separate foundation.  Pile cracking will be monitored
as they are driven.  Formwork will then be set up for the slab and spread footings, and rebar will
be set into place.  A pump truck will bring concrete on site in a timely manner to pour the
footings first where the steel columns will be located. Once the footings are into place, the slab
will be poured and a crew will use screeds to level it out as the concrete cures.

Formwork will then be set for the forklift driveways which lead from the storage facilities to the
drop in location. Wire mesh will be set into place and concrete will be pumped in from a pump
truck.  Just as the slabs for the buildings, a crew will use screeds to level out the driveway.

Steel Erection

Steel columns will be erected once the foundation is substantially cured using a Link-Belt
HTC-8640 SL truck crane. Steel erection will start on the north boat storage facility and move
across the building pad following the slab pours. The steel will be erected in phases across the
pad. Columns will first be erected in each phase, then the beams and girders. After the
structural steel members are erected to support the boats, the roof joists will be picked into
place and prepared for the roof and metal panel facade.

Office Building

The office building will be constructed using the same means and methods for the foundation as
the boat storage facilities. The piles will be driven for the deep foundations and the spread
footers will be formed and cast on top. The crews will frame up and set rebar for the slab on
grade and then the prefab building will be placed onto the slab. Plumbing work and electrical will
need to be scheduled before the concrete work to tie in the utilities from the prefab building.
After the building is set in place and anchored down, the crews will fit out the interior and
commission the equipment inside.
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Boat Launch and Forklift Pier

The boat launch will be a simple procedure that is very routine amongst boat launches.  Basic
grading will be completed at approximately 8 degrees down from the parking lot to the ocean
floor using the same equipment already on site since the depth of the ocean floor is just a few
feet down.  Hard compact clay will be placed down first, then sediment controls, and then large
grain rock such as gravel will be laid on top.  Then, prefabricated concrete panels (standard to
boat ramps) that are reinforced and deeply scored will be put together along the length of the
ramp like sheathing.  Heavy riprap will be placed on the sides of the ramp, tapered outward to
prevent scouring.  As for the forklift pier, piles will be driven just off the shore of the driveway,
and a cofferdam will be placed temporarily to fill in the pier with compact soil and rock with
sediment controls and rebar just like a typical foundation before a concrete pour will finish the
pier.  The cofferdam will be removed and the process will be completed using the same
equipment previously mentioned.

Boat Slips

The boat slips will be subcontracted out on this project. There are 54 boat slips that will be
constructed by carpenters who will frame it all out and build it. It will be able to move up and
down with the tide as the main structural components will attach to piers. It will also use cables
to keep it in place and attached to the land.

Equipment

Vermeer PD5 Pile Driver
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CAT 336 Excavator

CAT PM310 Cold Planer

CAT 963D Track Loader
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Link-Belt HTC-8640 SL Truck Crane
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Cost Estimate
The total cost of the Boat Storage Facility and Area is $5,717,264. This costs includes activities
included within design, permitting, procurement, construction, and post-construction. The
attached spreadsheets show the detailed cost breakdown for the project. Each section below
also describes some of the calculations and lists assumptions.

Total Summary:
There is a sales tax of 6.75% applied to materials.

Contingency:
There is a 2% contingency added to the construction costs due to the unknown geotechnical
conditions of the property as boring samples have not been taken yet. Additionally, given the
remote location of the project, skilled labor will be difficult to procure. The contingency can be
used by any stakeholder after all stakeholders sign an agreement that pulling from the project’s
contingency is the appropriate action for the costs encountered. The contingency is low for this
project because our team is a design-build partner with confidence that our deliverables will
meet all expectations without delays that were able to be foreseen.

Storage Buildings:
The steel includes all beams, columns, and bracings for two buildings. The Foundation includes
precast piles and footings.

Equipment:
All the equipment is being rented for the 4 month project duration. The allowance was chosen
for any smaller equipment, this will all be bought for the project.

Earthwork:
The earthwork includes demolition, sitework, roadwork, erosion and sediment control, and
signage. The erosion and settlement control components, as well as the signage components,
were based on typical quantities of each component per a certain amount of square feet for the
total square footage of the five acre jobsite.

Water Components:
All prefabricated components included in the water components section were assumed to be
constructed using the most expensive material cost of 35 dollars per square foot from their
range of 15 dollars to 35 dollars typical [14].

Office Building:
The office building is a prefab metal building which will be bought from ARCO Buildings. Our
group will be constructing the foundation.
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General Conditions:
General conditions were calculated in two methods. The first was determining the monthly cost
of rental items such as storage containers and temporary lights and multiplying by the duration
of the project. Finally, items such as bond, insurance, price of land and permitting were
determined to be a percentage of the total construction cost.
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TOTAL COST SUMMARY

Section Cost
Storage Buildings $1,636,788.83

Equipment $310,688.80

Earthwork $901,020.06

Water Components $319,794.99

Office Building $245,722.86

Craft Labor $156,024.00

Land Purchase $1,250,000.00

General Conditions $238,133.00

Total Construction Cost $5,058,172.54

Permitting (0.19%) $9,610.53

Builders Risk Insurance (0.44%) $22,255.96
Site Cleanup (0.4%) $20,232.69

CM Fee (3.6%) $182,094.21
Geotechnical / Pavement Design (0.3%) $15,174.52

Utlitlity Design/Installation/Removal (3%) $151,745.18

Coastal Engineering (0.12%) $11.53
Public Involvement Services (0.1%) $5,058.17

Contingency (2%) $101,163.45
Profit (3%) $151,745.18

Total Project Cost $5,717,264



Storage Buildings Quantity Takeoff
REV:

CHECKED BY:

Group E

Division Description Amount

Dimensions

QTO Total Unit Waste Factor Conversion New QTO Total Converted Unit Crew Daily Output

Unit Bare Cost Itemized Bare Cost

TOTAL BARE COST TOTAL DAYSL W H M L E M L E

Delivery Fees 1 10,000 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00

Steel W18x25 48 30 25 36000 lb $1.23 $44,100.00 $44,100.00

W12x19 8 20 19 3040 $1.23 $3,724.00 $3,724.00

W10x15 228 30 15 102600 $1.23 $125,685.00 $125,685.00

W10x15 24 30 15 10800 $1.23 $13,230.00 $13,230.00

W8x13 38 20 13 9880 $1.23 $12,103.00 $12,103.00

W8x13 4 20 13 1040 $1.23 $1,274.00 $1,274.00

W18x35 18 30 35 18900 $1.23 $23,152.50 $23,152.50

W14x26 4 30 26 3120 $1.23 $3,822.00 $3,822.00

W18x35 4 30 35 4200 $1.23 $5,145.00 $5,145.00

W14x26 4 30 26 3120 $1.23 $3,822.00 $3,822.00

W21x62 10 40 62 24800 $1.23 $30,380.00 $30,380.00

W18x40 2 40 40 3200 $1.23 $3,920.00 $3,920.00

W21x55 2 40 55 4400 $1.23 $5,390.00 $5,390.00

W18x40 2 40 40 3200 $1.23 $3,920.00 $3,920.00

W8x31 16 52 31 25792 $1.23 $31,595.20 $31,595.20

W8x31 8 52 31 12896 $1.23 $15,797.60 $15,797.60

W8x31 4 52 31 6448 $1.23 $7,898.80 $7,898.80

W8x31 4 52 31 6448 $1.23 $7,898.80 $7,898.80

W8x31 4 52 31 6448 $1.23 $7,898.80 $7,898.80

W8x31 4 52 31 6448 $1.23 $7,898.80 $7,898.80

W8x31 4 52 31 6448 $1.23 $7,898.80 $7,898.80

W8x31 4 52 31 6448 $1.23 $7,898.80 $7,898.80

W10x49 4 52 49 10192 $1.23 $12,485.20 $12,485.20

W8x48 4 52 48 9984 $1.23 $12,230.40 $12,230.40

W12x65 8 52 65 27040 $1.23 $33,124.00 $33,124.00

HSS4.5x4.5x5/16 2 22.6 16.96 766.592 $1.23 $939.08 $939.08

HSS4.5x4.5x5/16 2 22.6 16.96 766.592 $1.23 $939.08 $939.08

HSS6x6x5/16 2 22.6 23.34 1054.968 $1.23 $1,292.34 $1,292.34

HSS6x6x5/16 2 22.6 23.34 1054.968 $1.23 $1,292.34 $1,292.34

HSS7x7x5/16 2 21.2 27.59 1169.816 $1.23 $1,433.02 $1,433.02

HSS7x7x5/16 2 21.2 27.59 1169.816 $1.23 $1,433.02 $1,433.02

HSS6x6x3/16 2 22.6 14.53 656.756 $1.23 $804.53 $804.53

HSS6x6x3/16 2 22.6 14.53 656.756 $1.23 $804.53 $804.53

HSS7x7x1/2 2 22.6 42.05 1900.66 $1.23 $2,328.31 $2,328.31

HSS7x7x1/2 2 22.6 42.05 1900.66 $1.23 $2,328.31 $2,328.31

HSS8x8x1/2 2 21.6 48.85 2110.32 $1.23 $2,585.14 $2,585.14

HSS8x8x1/2 2 21.6 48.85 2110.32 $1.23 $2,585.14 $2,585.14

Exterior Exterior Metal on Metl. Stud 2 4 200 52 41600 SF G3 $775.00 $1.59 $1.08 $66,144.00 $44,928.00 $111,072.00

Exterior Metal on Metl. Stud 2 2 100 52 10400 SF G3 $775.00 1.59 1.08 $16,536.00 $11,232.00 $27,768.00

Exterior Metal on Metl. Stud 2 2 100 50.62 10124 SF G3 $775.00 1.59 1.08 $16,097.16 $10,933.92 $27,031.08

Basic Roof 2 100 200 40000 SF 1 Sheet $115.00 $4.15 $2.13 $166,000.00 $85,200.00 $251,200.00

Doors Glass Panel Grage Door 12'x8' 2 2 Ea 2 Carp 6 $1,255.00 $87.87 $2,510.00 $175.74 $2,685.74

Door Exterior Single 8 8 Ea 2 Carp 17 $406.62 $31.09 $3,252.96 $248.72 $3,501.68

Interior Concrete Floor 100 200 0.5 10000 CF 27 370.37 CY $147.46 $54,614.81 $54,614.81

Foundation 30" square precast Piles 44 60 2640 LF $140.00 $5,000.00 $369,600.00 $220,000.00 $589,600.00

Footings 22 9 9 2.33 4158 CF 27 154 CY $147.46 $22,708.84 $22,708.84

PDA Testing 44 44 EA $205.00 $9,020.00 $9,020.00

#8 Rebar for footings 132 9 2.67 3171.96 lbs 2000 1.59 tons $1,125.00 $329.76 $1,784.23 $522.99 $2,307.22

Total Cost: $1,562,566.90



Equipment Quantity Takeoff
REV:

CHECKED BY:

Group E

Division Description Amount

Dimensions

QTO Total Unit Waste Factor Conversion New QTO Total Converted Unit Crew Daily Output

Unit Bare Cost Itemized Bare Cost

TOTAL BARE COST TOTAL DAYSL W H M L E M L E

Vermeer PD5 Pile Driver 1 1 Month $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00

CAT 336 Excavator 2 2 Month $18,673.20 $37,346.40 $37,346.40

CAT PM310 Cold Planer 1 1 Month $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00

CAT 963D Track Loader 1 1 Month $1,350.00 $1,350.00 $1,350.00

Link-Belt HTC-8640 SL Truck Crane 1 1 Month $25,975.80 $25,975.80 $25,975.80

Safety Allowance 1 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00

General Equipment Allowance 1 1 $7,000.00 $7,000.00 $7,000.00

Total Cost: @4 months $310,688.80



Earthwork Quantity Takeoff
REV:

CHECKED BY:

Group E

Division Description Amount

Dimensions

QTO Total Unit Waste Factor Conversion New QTO Total Converted Unit Crew Daily Output

Unit Bare Cost Itemized Bare Cost

TOTAL BARE COST TOTAL DAYSL W H M L E M L E

Demolition

Demo Exisiting Go Kart Track 93,480.00 9,348.00 SF 9,348.00 SF D1 150.00 4.67 6.95 43,655.16 64,968.60 108,623.76 62.32

Clearing & Grubbing 5.00 5.00 Acre 5.00 Acre B7 1.00 1,338.75 1,664.85 6,693.75 8,324.25 15,018.00 5.00

Building Demolition 1.00 1.00 EA 1.00 EA D1 1.00 1,500.00 1,800.00 1,500.00 1,800.00 3,300.00 1.00

Demolition Totals 126,941.76

Earthwork & Sitework

Unclassified Excavation 6,420.00 6,420.00 CF 0.04 237.78 CY B10B 800.00 $2.50 $4.25 594.44 1,010.56 1,605.00

Borrow 415.00 525.00 0.50 108,937.50 CF 0.04 4,034.72 CY B341 108.00 $3.48 $6.55 14,040.83 26,427.43 40,468.26

Rough Grading (Full Job) 217,900.00 217,900.00 SF 0.11 2.36 B10 15,000.00 $605.00 $470.00 1,427.80 1,109.20 2,537.00

Finish Grading 217,900.00 217,900.00 SF 0.11 24,211.11 SY B10 3,500.00 $0.38 $0.33 9,200.22 7,989.67 17,189.89

Rolling/Compaction 217,900.00 217,900.00 SF 0.11 24,211.11 SY B15 1,000.00 $2.50 $1.25 60,527.78 30,263.89 90,791.67

Earthwork & Sitework Totals 152,591.82

Roadwork

Typical Section 1 - Parking Lot

Asphalt Base Course 400.42 204.42 81,851.84 SF 1.05 0.11 9,094.65 SY B25 3,875.00 $18.25 $0.75 $0.72 165,977.34 6,820.99 6,548.15 179,346.48 21.12

Asphalt Surface 400.42 204.42 81,851.84 SF 1.05 0.11 9,094.65 SY B26A 4,500.00 $20.00 $1.25 $0.91 181,892.98 11,368.31 8,276.13 201,537.42 18.19

Curb Stops 4000 psi Concrete 70.00 6.00 0.75 0.42 131.25 CY 131.25 CY $143.00 $3,281.25 3,281.25

Curb Stops Gr 60 bar #3 840.00 315.84 lbs 0.0005 0.16 tons 2 rodm 0.80 $1,950.00 312.00 312.00

Pavement Marking 83.00 15.00 1,245.00 LF 1.05 1,245.00 LF $0.20 249.00 249.00

Typical Section 2 - Forklift Path

Asphalt Base Course 20,462.00 20,462.00 SF 1.05 0.11 2,273.56 SY B25 3,875.00 $18.25 $0.75 $0.72 65,933.11 1,705.17 1,636.96 69,275.24 5.28

Asphalt Surface 20,462.00 20,462.00 SF 1.05 0.11 2,273.56 SY B26A 4,500.00 $20.00 $1.25 $0.91 65,933.11 2,841.94 2,068.94 70,843.99 4.55

Roadwork Totals 524,845.38

Erosion & Sediment Control 

Install Silt Fence 1,951.00 1,951.00 LF 1.05 1,951.00 LF B62 1,300.00 0.59 2.00 0.15 1,151.09 3,902.00 292.65 5,345.74 1.50

Sediment Trap 2.00 2.00 EA 2.00 EA B52 3.00 300.00 83.45 55.25 600.00 166.90 110.50 877.40 0.67

Temp Berm & Slope Drain 2.00 2.00 EA 2.00 EA B52 10.00 83.45 55.25 0.00 166.90 110.50 277.40 0.20

Rock Pipe Inlet Protection 2.00 2.00 EA 2.00 EA B52 4.00 300.00 83.45 55.25 600.00 166.90 110.50 877.40 0.50

E&S Totals 7,377.94

Signage

Sign Costs 20.00 20.00 EA 20.00 EA S54 15.00 150.00 8.50 2.50 3,000.00 170.00 50.00 3,220.00 1.33

Sign Erection 20.00 20.00 EA 20.00 EA S54 15.00 65.00 20.00 0.00 1,300.00 400.00 1,700.00 1.33

Temporary Work Zone Signs 10.00 10.00 EA 10.00 EA S54 50.00 250.00 10.00 5.00 2,500.00 100.00 50.00 2,650.00 0.20

Flashers 2.00 2.00 EA 2.00 EA S54 20.00 1,500.00 50.00 10.00 3,000.00 100.00 20.00 3,120.00 0.10

Protable Digital Arrow Signs 2.00 2.00 EA 2.00 EA S54 20.00 1,500.00 50.00 25.00 3,000.00 100.00 50.00 3,150.00 0.10

Crash Cushions 2.00 2.00 EA 2.00 EA S54 20.00 7,500.00 100.00 50.00 15,000.00 200.00 100.00 15,300.00 0.10

Barricades 100.00 100.00 LF 100.00 LF S54 300.00 23.00 5.00 3.50 2,300.00 500.00 350.00 3,150.00 0.33

Signage Totals 32,290.00

Total Cost: $844,046.90



Water Components Quantity Takeoff
REV:

CHECKED BY:

Group E

Division Description Amount

Dimensions

QTO Total Unit Waste Factor Conversion New QTO Total Converted Unit Crew Daily Output

Unit Bare Cost Itemized Bare Cost

TOTAL BARE COST TOTAL DAYSL W H M L E M L E

Boat Drop-In

Existing Dock Reinforcment Wall 4000 psi 100.00 0.50 5.00 250.00 CF 0.04 9.26 CY 143.00 1,324.07 1,324.07

Drop-In Concrete Base 4000 psi 100.00 5.00 25.00 500.00 SF 0.11 55.56 SY 143.00 7,944.44 7,944.44

Drop -In Steel Runners/Panels 9.00 20.00 5.00 25.00 900.00 SF 900.00 SF 71.00 63,900.00 63,900.00

Prefabricated Boat Slips 9.00 20.00 5.00 25.00 900.00 SF 900.00 SF 35.00 31,500.00 31,500.00

Boat Dock

Prefabricated Dock Main Walkway 75.00 5.00 25.00 375.00 SF 375.00 SF 35.00 13,125.00 13,125.00

Prefabricated Dock Main Branch 125.00 5.00 25.00 625.00 SF 625.00 SF 35.00 21,875.00 21,875.00

Prefabricated Boat Slips 48.00 20.00 5.00 25.00 4,800.00 SF 4,800.00 SF 35.00 168,000.00 168,000.00

Boat Launch/Boat Ramp

Precast Reinforced Concrete Panel 6" Typical 2.00 75.00 28.00 0.50 2,100.00 CF 0.04 77.78 CY 143.00 11,122.22 11,122.22

Riprap 50,000.00 50,000.00 lbs 0.0005 25.00 Tons B11A 600.00 37.08 0.83 2.26 927.00 20.75 56.50 1,004.25 0.04

Total Cost: $319,794.99



Office Building Quantity Takeoff
REV:

CHECKED BY:

Group E

Division Description Amount

Dimensions

QTO Total Unit Conversion New QTO Total Unit

Unit Bare Cost Itemized Bare Cost

TOTAL BARE COST TOTAL DAYSL W H M L E M L E

Steel 30' x 50' x 10' Arco prefabricated steel building $14,850 $14,850

rebar for pile caps 48 9 2.67 1153.44 lbs 2000 0.58 tons $1,125.00 $329.76 $648.81 $190.18 $838.99

Foundation

Piles for foundations 16 60 960 LF 140 5000 $134,400.00 $80,000.00 $214,400.00

pile caps 8 7 56 CY $147.46 $8,257.76 $8,257.76

Slab 30 50 0.5 750 CF 27 27.78 CY $147.46 $4,096.11 $4,096.11

Inspections

PDA testing 16 16 Piles $205.00 $3,280.00 $3,280.00

Total Cost: $245,722.86



General Conditions Quantity Takeoff
REV:

CHECKED BY:

Group E

Division Description Amount

Dimensions

QTO Total Unit Waste Factor Conversion New QTO Total Converted Unit Crew Daily Output

Unit Bare Cost Itemized Bare Cost

TOTAL BARE COST TOTAL DAYS
RENTAL COST per 

MONTHL W H M L E M L E

General Requirements
Office Trailer, furnished (rent) 1 50' 12' - 1 ea - - 2 ea - - $455.00 - - $910.00 - - - 1 $910.00

Office equipment rental 1 - - - 1 ea - - 2 ea - - $207.00 - - $414.00 - - - - $414.00

Office supplies 1 - - - 1 ea - - 2 ea - - $85.00 - - $170.00 - - - - $170.00

Superintendent Phone Bill 1 - - - 1 ea - - 2 ea - - $87.00 - - $174.00 - - - - $174.00

Lights & HVAC for Trailer 1 - - - 1 ea - - 2 ea - - $162.00 - - $324.00 - - - - $324.00

Sea Can 4 20' 8' - 4 ea - - 4 ea 2 Skwk 1.8 $3,250.00 $475.00 - $13,000.00 $1,900.00 - $14,900.00 -

Mobilization 1 - - - 1 ea - - 1 ea - - - - - - - - $20,000.00 - -

Demobilization 1 - - - 1 ea - - 1 ea - - - - - - - - $20,000.00 - -

Concrete Washout 1 - - - 1 ea - - 2 ea - - $100.00 - - $200.00 - - - - $200.00

Restrooms 1 - - - 1 ea - - 10 ea - - $240.00 - - $2,400.00 - - - - $2,400.00

Site Signage 2 - - - 2 ea - - 6 ea - - $25.50 - - $153.00 - - - - -

Dumpsters 2 - - - 2 CY - - 10 CY - - $480.00 - - $1,440.00 - - - - $1,440.00

Temporary Securtity Fence 1 1000 - - 1000 LF - - 100 LF 2 Clab 400 $1.79 $1.64 - $179.00 $164.00 - $343.00 0.25 -

Superintendent Payroll 1 - - - 1 ea - - 1 ea - - - $9,950.00 - - $9,950.00 - - - $9,950.00

Safety Manager 1 - - - 1 ea - - 1 ea - - - 2291.5 - - 2291.5 - - - $2,291.50

Field Engineer Payroll 2 - - - 2 ea - - 2 ea - - - 4583 - - 9166 - - - $9,166.00

Design Manager 2 - - - 2 ea - - 2 ea - - - $5,833.00 - $5,833.00 - - - $5,833.00
Project Manager Payroll 1 - - - 1 ea - - 1 ea - - - 10700 - - $10,700.00 - - - $10,700.00

Project Accountant Payroll 1 - - - 1 ea - - 1 ea - - - $7,000.00 - - $7,000.00 - $7,000.00 - -

$62,243.00 @4 months $43,972.50

Total Cost: $238,133.00



Item Percentage
Permitting 0.19%
Builders Risk Insurance 0.44%
Site Cleanup 0.40%
CM Fee 3.60%
Bond 3.00%
Geotechnical / Pavement Design 0.30%
Utlitlity Design/Installation/Removal 3.00%
Coastal Engineering 0.12%
Public Involvement Services 0.10%
Total 11.15%



Schedule

Boat Storage Schedule Narrative

The boat storage facility project is estimated to take 223 workdays. This includes the
preconstruction, construction, and post construction phases. In the preconstruction phase, the
design will take up the largest portion and is on the critical path. The design is estimated to take
four months, but since this is a design build project, the construction phase will start about
halfway through. The construction phase is estimated to take about 110 workdays, and this
includes weather days built in as well as contingency days. The project will produce two boat
storage facilities, an office building with restrooms, a boat ramp, boat slips, and a large parking
lot for all customers. The project includes a lot of demolition and site work, as well as working in
less-than-ideal soil conditions. This project will have a great impact on the community and
provide storage to many boat owners in the area.
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ID Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors

1
Boat Storage Facility 223 days Mon 1/4/21 Wed 11/10/21

2 Preconstruction 130 days Mon 1/4/21 Fri 7/2/21
3 Design 120 days Mon 1/4/21 Fri 6/18/21

4 Notice to Proceed 1 day Mon 1/4/21 Mon 1/4/21

5 Jobsite Signage 5 days Mon 6/7/21 Fri 6/11/21 4SS+110 days

6 Set up Field Office 5 days Mon 5/24/21 Fri 5/28/21 4SS+100 days

7 Obtain Permits 60 days Mon 3/1/21 Fri 5/21/21 4SS+40 days

8 Final Budgeting 15 days Mon 4/26/21 Fri 5/14/21 3SS+80 days

9 Testing / Inspections 10 days Mon 3/1/21 Fri 3/12/21

10 Geotech Boring Samples 10 days Mon 3/1/21 Fri 3/12/21 4SS+40 days

11 Owner/Contractor Meetings 60 days Mon 2/1/21 Fri 4/23/21 4SS+20 days

12 Material & Equipment Procuremnet 40 days Mon 2/22/21 Fri 4/16/21 4SS+35 days

13 Crane Procurement 60 days Mon 2/15/21 Fri 5/7/21 4SS+30 days

14 Renting Pile Driving Equip 30 days Mon 3/15/21 Fri 4/23/21 4SS+50 days

15 Final Design Approval 10 days Mon 6/21/21 Fri 7/2/21 3

16 Mobilize Project Team 1 day Mon 4/26/21 Mon 4/26/21 3SS+80 days

17 Construction 109 days Tue 4/27/21 Fri 9/24/21
18 Mobilization 3 days Tue 4/27/21 Thu 4/29/21 16

19 Site Security & Safety Training 1 day Fri 4/30/21 Fri 4/30/21 18

20 Built In Weather Days 7 days Mon 5/3/21 Tue 5/11/21 19

21 Erosion & Sediment Controls 28 days Wed 5/12/21 Fri 6/18/21

22 Install Super Silt Fence 4 days Wed 5/12/21 Mon 5/17/21 20

23 Install Silt Fence 2 days Tue 5/18/21 Wed 5/19/21 22

24 Install Check Dams 2 days Tue 5/18/21 Wed 5/19/21 22

25 Install Sediment Traps 2 days Thu 5/20/21 Fri 5/21/21 24

26 Continued E&S Maintenance 20 days Mon 5/24/21 Fri 6/18/21 25

27 Demolition 23 days Mon 5/24/21 Wed 6/23/21

28 Clear & Grub North End Site 3 days Mon 5/24/21 Wed 5/26/21 25

29 Removal of Existing Fence 2 days Thu 5/27/21 Fri 5/28/21 28

30 Demo Existing Building 2 days Mon 5/31/21 Tue 6/1/21 29

31 Mill Go Kart Track 3 days Wed 6/2/21 Fri 6/4/21 30

32 Mill Existing Site Pavement/Concrete3 days Mon 6/7/21 Wed 6/9/21 31

33 Demolition of Go-Kart Bridge 2 days Mon 6/7/21 Tue 6/8/21 31

34 Clear & Grub South End Site 3 days Mon 6/7/21 Wed 6/9/21 31

35 Drain Pond 5 days Thu 6/10/21 Wed 6/16/21 34

36 Demolish Pond Concrete Basin 5 days Thu 6/17/21 Wed 6/23/21 35
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ID Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors

37 Earthwork 23 days Wed 6/9/21 Fri 7/9/21

38 Grade North Side 10 days Wed 6/9/21 Tue 6/22/21 33

39 Excavate Footers North Storage 6 days Fri 6/11/21 Fri 6/18/21 38SS+2 days

40 Grade South Side 9 days Wed 6/23/21 Mon 7/5/21 38

41 Excavate Footers South Storage 6 days Fri 6/25/21 Fri 7/2/21 40SS+2 days

42 Excavate Footers Office Building 2 days Mon 7/5/21 Tue 7/6/21 41

43 Cut to Fill Forklift Boat Drop 3 days Wed 7/7/21 Fri 7/9/21 42

44 Parking Lot & Forklift Path 26 days Mon 7/12/21 Mon 8/16/21

45 Rough Grade Parking Lot 3 days Mon 7/12/21 Wed 7/14/21 43

46 Finish Grade Parking Lot 4 days Thu 7/15/21 Tue 7/20/21 45

47 Rough Grade Forklift Path 1 day Mon 7/12/21 Mon 7/12/21 43

48 Finish Grade Forklift Path 2 days Tue 7/13/21 Wed 7/14/21 47

49 Install Curb & Gutter Forklift Path2 days Thu 7/15/21 Fri 7/16/21 48

50 Install BM Stone Forklift Path 1 day Mon 7/19/21 Mon 7/19/21 49

51 Form Bulkhead Forklift Path 3 days Tue 7/20/21 Thu 7/22/21 50

52 Pour Forklift Path in Sections 3 days Fri 7/23/21 Tue 7/27/21 51

53 Finish & Score Forklift Pour 3 days Wed 7/28/21 Fri 7/30/21 52

54 Install Clay Lift 2 days Wed 7/21/21 Thu 7/22/21 46

55 Install Curb and Gutter Parking Lot4 days Fri 7/23/21 Wed 7/28/21 54

56 Spread Larger Stone PL 2 days Thu 7/29/21 Fri 7/30/21 55

57 Spread Small Stone PL 2 days Mon 8/2/21 Tue 8/3/21 56

58 Install Grass Median Sod 2 days Thu 7/29/21 Fri 7/30/21 55

59 Form Sidewalks 3 days Wed 8/4/21 Fri 8/6/21 57

60 Pour Sidewalks 3 days Mon 8/9/21 Wed 8/11/21 59

61 Install Wooden Posts in PL 5 days Mon 8/2/21 Fri 8/6/21 58

62 Install Rope / Parking Space Dividers4 days Mon 8/9/21 Thu 8/12/21 61

63 Install Automatic Gates 2 days Fri 8/13/21 Mon 8/16/21 62

64 Foundations 29 days Mon 6/14/21 Thu 7/22/21

65 Drive Piles North Storage 15 days Mon 6/14/21 Fri 7/2/21 39SS+1 day

66 Drive Piles South Storage 15 days Mon 6/28/21 Fri 7/16/21 41SS+1 day

67 Drive Piles Office Building 4 days Wed 7/7/21 Mon 7/12/21 42

68 Drive Piles for Forklift Boat Drop In2 days Mon 7/12/21 Tue 7/13/21 43

69 Form Footers North Storage 6 days Thu 6/24/21 Thu 7/1/21 65SS+8 days

70 Pour Footers 1 day Fri 7/2/21 Fri 7/2/21 69

71 Strip Footers 1 day Mon 7/5/21 Mon 7/5/21 70

72 Form Footers South Storage 6 days Thu 7/8/21 Thu 7/15/21 66SS+8 days

73 Pour Footers 2 days Fri 7/16/21 Mon 7/19/21 72
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ID Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors

74 Strip Footers 3 days Tue 7/20/21 Thu 7/22/21 73

75 Form Footers Office Building 2 days Tue 7/13/21 Wed 7/14/21 67

76 Pour Footers 1 day Thu 7/15/21 Thu 7/15/21 75

77 Strip Footers 1 day Fri 7/16/21 Fri 7/16/21 76

78 Slab On Grade 23 days Tue 7/6/21 Thu 8/5/21

79 Form SOG North Bldg 4 days Tue 7/6/21 Fri 7/9/21 71

80 Pour SOG North Bldg 3 days Mon 7/12/21 Wed 7/14/21 79

81 Finish Concrete North Bldg 3 days Thu 7/15/21 Mon 7/19/21 80

82 Form SOG South Bldg 4 days Fri 7/23/21 Wed 7/28/21 74

83 Pour SOG South Bldg 3 days Thu 7/29/21 Mon 8/2/21 82

84 Finish Concrete South Bldg 3 days Tue 8/3/21 Thu 8/5/21 83

85 Form SOG Office Bldg 2 days Mon 7/19/21 Tue 7/20/21 77

86 Pour SOG Office Bldg 1 day Wed 7/21/21 Wed 7/21/21 85

87 Finish Concrete Office Bldg 1 day Thu 7/22/21 Thu 7/22/21 86

88 Steel Erection 47 days Tue 7/20/21 Wed 9/22/21

89 North Building Steel 34 days Tue 7/20/21 Fri 9/3/21

90 Erect Columns in Phase A 3 days Tue 7/20/21 Thu 7/22/21 81

91 Erect Columns in Phase B 3 days Fri 7/23/21 Tue 7/27/21 90

92 Erect Columns in Phase C 3 days Wed 7/28/21 Fri 7/30/21 91

93 Erect Columns in Phase D 3 days Mon 8/2/21 Wed 8/4/21 92

94 Erect Beams & Girders 14 days Mon 8/2/21 Thu 8/19/21 92

95 Erect Roof Joists 5 days Fri 8/20/21 Thu 8/26/21 94

96 Erect Metal Façade 6 days Fri 8/27/21 Fri 9/3/21 95

97 South Building Steel 34 days Fri 8/6/21 Wed 9/22/21

98 Erect Columns in Phase A 3 days Fri 8/6/21 Tue 8/10/21 84,87

99 Erect Columns in Phase B 3 days Wed 8/11/21 Fri 8/13/21 98

100 Erect Columns in Phase C 3 days Mon 8/16/21 Wed 8/18/21 99

101 Erect Columns in Phase D 3 days Thu 8/19/21 Mon 8/23/21 100

102 Erect Beams & Girders 14 days Thu 8/19/21 Tue 9/7/21 100

103 Erect Roof Joists 5 days Wed 9/8/21 Tue 9/14/21 102

104 Erect Metal Façade 6 days Wed 9/15/21 Wed 9/22/21 103

105 Pre-Fab Office Building 85 days Mon 5/24/21 Fri 9/17/21

106 Procuring Prefab Office Building 60 days Mon 5/24/21 Fri 8/13/21 3SS+100 days

107 Installing Building 5 days Mon 8/16/21 Fri 8/20/21 106,87

108 Fit Out Office Building & Install 

Restrooms

20 days Mon 8/23/21 Fri 9/17/21 107

109 Install Equipment and Connections20 days Mon 8/23/21 Fri 9/17/21 107
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ID Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors

110 Boat Slip Installation 29 days Tue 8/17/21 Fri 9/24/21
111 Anchor Down Slips w/ Cables 5 days Tue 8/17/21 Mon 8/23/21 63

112 Build out Dock 20 days Tue 8/24/21 Mon 9/20/21 111

113 Install Boat Cleats (Galvinized) 4 days Tue 9/21/21 Fri 9/24/21 112

114 Boat Ramp 15 days Mon 7/12/21 Fri 7/30/21

115 Install Rip Rap 4 days Mon 7/12/21 Thu 7/15/21 43

116 Cut & Fill for Ramp 7 days Fri 7/16/21 Mon 7/26/21 115

117 Install Prefab Concrete Strips 4 days Tue 7/27/21 Fri 7/30/21 116

118 Post Construction 35 days Thu 9/23/21 Wed 11/10/21
119 Final Site Cleaning 10 days Thu 9/23/21 Wed 10/6/21 104

120 Substantial Completion 1 day Thu 10/7/21 Thu 10/7/21 119

121 Final Inspections 1 day Mon 9/27/21 Mon 9/27/21

122 Annual Inspections Under Warranty1 day Mon 9/27/21 Mon 9/27/21 119SS+2 days

123 Smoothness Acceptance Testing 1 day Mon 9/27/21 Mon 9/27/21 119SS+2 days

124 Commissioning 10 days Thu 10/7/21 Wed 10/20/21 119

125 Jobsite Punch List 15 days Thu 10/7/21 Wed 10/27/21 119

126 Final Completion 1 day Thu 10/28/21 Thu 10/28/21 125

127 Contingency Schedule Days 3 days Thu 10/28/21 Mon 11/1/21 125

128 Owner Occupancy / Turnover 10 days Thu 10/28/21 Wed 11/10/21 125

10/28
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Boat Storage Safety Plan
Mission Statement

At Forward Working Builders, we value worker safety above everything else. We strive to
ensure that our team goes home to their family and friends every day after work. Our goal is to
teach our craftsmen to be more concerned with their work practices and have knowledge of
“why” and “how” to reduce safety risks. This process begins before any employee is placed on a
jobsite by partaking in a safety orientation to give them resources and knowledge of how to
keep themselves and those around them safe both at work and home. When employees leave
the safety orientation, they are fully capable of working safely on Forward Working Builders
projects with knowledge received and site-specific plans that come with different projects. At
Forward Working Builders, we understand that accidents and mistakes can happen to the best
of employees. Because of this, we ensure that employees will not be ejected from the site for
their first mistake. We will work to ensure that both the worker and their superiors are made
aware of the mistake and take the proper procedures so that the mistake is not made again. If
the mistake becomes a common occurrence, then we will have to take appropriate measures.
We ensure to maintain our comprehensive safety culture for customers, employees and the
public on all jobs we perform.

“Incident and Injury Free” Philosophy

At Forward Working Builders, jobsite safety is of the highest regards so that all employees can
go home to family and friends after the workday ends. That is why we implement our safety
culture of Injury and Incident Free that stresses an injury-free site and workplace for our
personnel.

Injury and Incident Free is centered around an environment where all employees dedicate
themselves to their own safety and the safety of fellow employees and co-workers at work by
both knowing how to stay safe and the reasoning behind safety measures. We believe by
knowing the “why” of safety, employees can fully dedicate themselves to keeping all of those on
a jobsite safe. These values are instilled to be utilized at work and at home to stay safe in all
parts of our lives. We do this by installing a Forward Working Builders Family Board on all sites,
a bulletin board containing photos of loved ones and friends that inspire employees to stay safe
at work and return home every day.

With Injury and Incident Free, Forward Working Builders conducts reviews on periodic intervals
to make sure we are all working under all compliances of company and OSHA regulations. This
allows us to continue to perform under the safest conditions and reward and acknowledge those
who make outstanding effort to those who make it a priority to do so with incentive programs.
These periodic reviews also come with ongoing safety training and courses to ensure our
personnel are up to date on the latest safety protocol and regulations.
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Corporate Safety Program and Policies

Site Orientation
- All members of the Forward Working Builders team are subject to a full background

check, drug, and alcohol testing.
- All members on site will be evaluated by previous employment history to ensure

adequate for the job.
- All laborers are first placed in an Injury and Incident Free orientation.
- All craftsmen will go through orientation training with an onsite superintendent. Site

orientation stickers will be issued after completion of site orientation.
- All prospective employees are required to pass a drug screening before work can

commence. No exceptions whatsoever.

Personal Protective Equipment

- Hard hat, composite/steel-toed boots, safety glasses, safety vest, gloves, and long pants
must be worn always

- All OSHA safety standards will be met on every Forward Working Builders site including
new silica standards regarding respirable silica commonly present on jobsites.

- Tape-sealed rubber boots an alkali resistant gloves must be worn while working with any
wet concrete or asphalt product

- If conditions are windy (enough to stir up cement dust or silica particles), employees will
be provided with, and must wear respiratory masks while working with concrete or
asphalt.

- COVID-19 Update: All employees are required to wear a double layer face covering at all
times on-site.

**We provide all our Forward Working Builders crew members with the PPE necessary, but the
subcontractors are required to provide their own crews with generic PPE and accessories
specific to their work

Daily Safety Operations

At the beginning of the day, all office and field staff will participate in stretching and calisthenics.
- This will allow all staff members to become limber and awake for the day’s work
- If anyone is found to be unfit for work at this time, they will be asked to leave. Especially

the machine operators.
- We believe this team exercise creates a more unified workforce resulting in more

productive progress
SAFETY SHARE

- At the start of every: meeting, presentation, and workday, a safety share is given by one
or more of the employees. This could be a lesson learned, a story or a near miss and no
meeting or activity begins without someone sharing. During this time, morning
announcements will be given.

- Each crew must fill out a hazard analysis prior to each work day and/or shift.
Each Pre-Task Plan MUST include the following:

- Tasks being performed
- Risks identified
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- Mitigation techniques
- Signatures of all crew members

COVID-19
- All crew members will be evaluated by taking their temperatures at each gate before

entering the site, and asked if they are displaying any symptoms associated with
COVID-19

- All employees will be required to wear a facemask
- If an employee does not have a face masks one will be provided to them
- Random COVID-19 Screening will be performed everyday

Operating Procedures and Site-Specific Rules

- Drugs, Alcohol, Firearms and Prescription Medications
● The usage of any controlled substances on the premises is strictly prohibited
● Firearms are not allowed to be brought to the jobsite, even if kept in your vehicles
● Prescription medications are to be reported to your superintendent 
● Drug/Alcohol tests will be required in the event of an accident or if a manager

suspects unusual activity
- Smoking 

● Smoking is allowed on the job site, but is only allowed in designated areas
- Working Alone

● Working alone is acceptable as long as conditions permit.
- Housekeeping

● Housekeeping will be done daily
● Housekeeping consists of:

● Keeping pathways clear of debris and trip hazards
● Cleaning connex organized

- Cell Phone Usage / Social Media Policy
● Cell Phones will not be allowed on the jobsite unless approved by the

Superintendent or Safety Manager.
● Usage of Social Media while on the jobsite is strictly prohibited.

- Safety devices, disabling policy
● Safety Devices are to be worn at all times and are not to be disabled unless

otherwise approved by a Superintendent or Project Manager
- Job Hazard Analysis

● A Job Hazard Analysis will be conducted for the project, where all potential
hazards will be addressed
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Industrial Hygiene

- Fatigue Management
● To mitigate overworking employees and causing too much fatigue, there will be

allotted break times with water coolers in place.
- Ergonomics / Proper Lifting

● During safety meetings, we will cover the proper lifting technique and strongly
encourage team lifting.

Cold Stress and Heat Stress 

- Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S)
● To mitigate overworking employees and causing too much fatigue, there will be

allotted break times with water coolers in place.
- Respiratory Protection

● Respiratory Protection must be worn around when dealing with materials that
produce dust.

● Respiratory Protection will be available in the connex, job trailer and
superintendent vehicles.

- Hearing Protection
● Hearing protection will be available in the connex, job trailer and superintendent

vehicles.
- Exposure control

● Any exposures must be reported to the superintendent immediately and actions
will be taken from there.

   
Work Permits / Control of Work 

- Signage and Barriers / Restricted areas 
● Signs/barriers restricting areas or redirecting traffic must stay in place unless told

otherwise to relocate.
- Confined Space Entry 

● Confined Spaces entries must be clearly labeled and access will be limited to
authorized personnel

- Lockout/Tagout (LOTO)
● Lockout/Tagouts will be placed in electrical rooms, on electrical panels, and

anywhere else that people may need to be locked out.
- Hot Work (Welding, Cutting, and Grinding)

● All hot work requires proper protection, such as welding shields, welding gloves,
spark shields, and any other protective gear.

Vehicles and Equipment

General Driving Guidelines 

- Vehicle Safety Requirements 
● All vehicles parked on the job site must have parking passes.
● All vehicles must have emergency lights active when in motion.
● Seatbelts must always be worn when a vehicle is in motion.

- Backing
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● All company vehicles will be required to be equipped with an approved backup
beeper.

● All vehicles with limited visibility must be directed by an individual outside of the
vehicle when backing up.

- Trailers 
● Company trailers will be stored out of the way when not in use.
● All trailers must be assisted by an individual outside of the vehicle when backing

up.
- Uncontrolled Intersections 

● There shall be no uncontrolled intersections on this jobsite. In the event of one
forming, all drivers must come to a complete stop and proceed with caution.

- Parking and speed limit 
● Parking is indicated on the site plan
● The posted speed limit throughout the jobsite will be 10mph due to the lack of

space and safety concerns.
- Right of Way/Contractor Yard Rules 

● All vehicles must yield when approaching intersections or encountering other
vehicles.

- UTV Safety Requirements
● Seatbelts must always be worn by the operator and passengers of an UTV.
● Jobsite speed limits apply to UTV’s as well.
● Headlights must be illuminated when it is foggy or dark.
● An amber light must always be illuminated when the vehicle is in operation.

Operating Heavy Equipment 

- Fueling Equipment
● Fueling of Heavy Equipment must be done by authorized personnel to ensure

that no excessive amount is wasted
● Fueling equipment must be thoroughly inspected prior to each use.

- Material Handling Equipment
● Material Handling Equipment may only be operated by authorized and trained

personnel.
● Must do an inspection before use.
● Must check oil, hydraulic fluid, coolant, and grease. NO OIL, GREASE, WATER =

NO JOB
- Spotters

● Spotter(s) must be designated prior to moving materials or equipment, if needed
- Standard Hand Signals

● Standard Hand Signals will be used for the various types of equipment.
- Portable Equipment

● Portable equipment must be secured to its mobile device.
● Wheels, tires and bearings must be checked prior to transporting on a public

road.

Safety Communications

- Safety Meetings
● Safety Meeting will be conducted weekly, every Monday.
● Different topics will be covered in safety meetings.
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● Impromptu safety meetings will be at the discretion of the safety coordinator.
- Safety Metrics (KPI) Reporting 

● This will be conducted on a job-to-job basis and we will combine all job KPI’s into
a singular report to determine the overall KPI for the company.

- Safety Critical Tasks & Documentation 
● We will aspire to be the safest company we can be.
● All near-misses and accidents must be reported to higher personnel so they can

be documented.
- Short Service Employee Program

● We will ensure that all short service employees undergo proper training
(employees with less than 6 months service with the company)

Inspections and Audits

- Inspections and Audits
● Inspections and Audits will be undergone randomly.
● All equipment and employees are expected to be complying.

- Equipment Maintenance and Inspection Program
● Equipment will be maintained according to the owner’s manual.
● Equipment must be maintained and serviced by authorized personnel only.
● Equipment must be inspected by all operators prior to operation.

Emergency Action Plan

- Background and Duties
● The Emergency Action Plan for Forward Working Builders consists of keeping all

employees and bystanders safe in the event of an emergency.
- Reporting Emergencies

● All emergencies must be reported to the superintendent immediately.
● Once reported, notify workers in the area, get them to evacuate the area where

the emergency is present.
- Evacuation Plan

● In the event of an emergency, all employees and bystanders on the jobsite are to
evacuate to the lot/field across the street immediately.

- Incident and Crisis Communication Plan 
● Incidents and crises’ will be addressed as the problem presents itself.

- Emergency Drills
● Procedures for emergency drill will be posted in multiple places throughout the

jobsite.

Security Management

- Site Security Policy/Commitment/Guiding Principle
● Premises will be gated at all times and entrances/exits will be monitored.
● Gates will be locked when employees leave the jobsite for the day.
● No materials or equipment will be left outside the jobsite gates and not equipment

will be left unlocked.
- Protester/Trespasser Protocol

● Trespassers will be prosecuted at the full extent of the law
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● Protesters will be prosecuted if they trespass onto the jobsite without permission
from management.

Hazard Assessments and Mitigation Controls

- Field Hazard Identification and Mitigation Processes
● We will perform a Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) and determine ways to prevent

injuries or death from occurring.
- Operational Changes

● Operational Changes will be announced to all employees as they occur.
- Incident Reporting

● Incidents and Near misses must be reported immediately to management.
- Work Related Injuries and Illnesses

● Work related injuries and illnesses will be compensated and addressed
appropriately.

- Incident Investigation 
● Incidents will be addressed to ensure there was no foul play, intentional, or

careless acts involved that resulted in the incident.
- Medical Facility Maps & Information

● Medical maps and information will be posted in various places throughout the
jobsite such as company vehicles, job trailers and the connex. 

- First Aid / Medical Treatment / Case Management
● First aid kits will be located in job trucks, job trailers and the connex. 
● Medical emergency booklets will be available in the job trailer if needed
● Always report accidents to the superintendent of the job, so that he is aware of

the injury whether big or small.

Weekly Safety Operations

- All foremen will meet with the superintendent in a daily meeting to discuss job progress,
schedule, and safety regulations.

- After each meeting, foremen must send one of their workers to participate in a safety walk
with the superintendent and safety officer. The safety walk will allow workers to identify
practices that are considered hazardous

- Office and field staff will review safety regulations and violations during their weekly
meetings as Forward Working Builders staff.

On Site First Aid/ Eye Wash

We have established an on-site first aid and eye wash station along the east site fence.
- This will be mounted on the wall of one of Forward Working Builders connex boxes

allowing for ease of access for any employees in need of first aid assistance.
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OSHA “Focus Four” Safety

OSHA has named 4 hazards as the most concerning in the construction industry. They are as
follows by highest to lowest risk:
1. Falls
2. Struck-By
3. Caught-in-Between
4. Electrocution

These hazards are present on every construction project and should be mitigated and trained
for wherever possible. To prevent incidents involving these hazards the following regulations
should be observed.

- All leading edges should be guarded using an OSHA approved fall protection system
consisting of either a guardrail system or an approved and inspected fall arrest system

- And fall protection or arrest systems inspected with defects should be removed from
service.

- Areas that have leading edges should be marked and signed to warn workers of the
hazard

- All moving pieces of equipment should be equipped with a working backup alarm.
- When passing near a piece of moving equipment always maintain eye contact with the

operator
- Keep at a safe distance when passing equipment
- All electrical tools and wires should be inspected prior to usage.
- If electrical equipment needs to have maintenance performed, follow proper

Lockout-Tagout Procedures

Crane Safety

Having a crane on site will be helpful in the means and methods of construction the structures,
especially with the materials involved in concrete and erection work and their travel to great
heights. Having a crane on site is limitless but comes with its inherent safety concerns. The
subgrade must be able to support the weight of the crane, it must be level and clear of debris in
order for a full range of operations.  Crane operators will be screened for physical and mental
impairments that could result in improper use or harm to the men on the ground.

Operators will meet as a minimum, the following requirement before being certified to
operate cranes:

- Be drug and alcohol free within 7 days of any crane operations
- Be thoroughly trained in all aspects of the required lift.
- Have a safe and healthy attitude at all times
- Have good depth perception (essential for load spotting).
- Have good hearing and vision (corrected or uncorrected) for communication with signaler
- Take no medication that will interfere with the operation.

When a crane is onsite, all safe practices shall be implemented:
- Pre-operation machine checklist is performed every morning
- Always check warning lights and signals before use
- Always document and maintain inspection records
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- Always ensure cranes shall not pick more than 75% of their rated load capacities
- Always keep employees clear of suspended loads
- All loads must be properly balanced to prevent slippage
- Move loads only after being signaled by the qualified signaler
- In windy conditions, any crane work will be suspended until conditions allow for work

If a crane is positioned in near power lines, the following clearances must be met:

MINIMUM CLEARANCE DISTANCES WHILE TRAVELING WITH NO LOAD
Voltage

(nominal, kV, alternating current)
While traveling—minimum clearance

distance
(feet)

up to 0.75
over .75 to 50
over 50 to 345
over 345 to 750
Over 750 to 1,000
Over 1,000

4
6

10
16
20

(as established by the utility
owner/operator or registered professional
electrical engineer)

Signaling
- The crane operator acknowledges every signal
- Designate a single signaler at a time to avoid confusion and misdirection
- The new location of the load can support the weight
- The daily operations (checklists) have been completed by the crane operator
- Communicate to the ground crew that a crane is overhead. Signaler blows a whistle to

signify that a load is suspended
- Any picks are signaled by one or more coworkers

Swing Patterns
- Since there are surrounding structures and public areas, Forward Working Builders

plans to avoid taking full loads within unsafe proximity of these structures. This will
eliminate any potential risk of falling material and harming the surrounding environment.
If it is necessary to swing in this direction with a pick, additional spotters will be put in
place.

Safe Site Travel Plan

Equipment and vehicular movement on site can be complicated. To allow for efficient travel,
there must be a plan in place. Our site logistics document outlines traffic prevention and efficient
travel paths, but it is important to outline safety as well.
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- All vehicles will observe and maintain movement on only designated roadways

When driving on-site:
- No matter the driver or importance of the load, everyone must practice safe driving

habits to avoid accident or injury to themselves or others
- Equipment with loads have the right of way (dumps, prefabricated elements, etc.)
- Everyone must have a valid driver’s license or CDL and be certified to operate the piece

of machinery they intended to use
- A signaler needs to be present for close quarter movement of all vehicles and any

movement of larger machinery (crane, pump truck, etc.)
- No vehicle can drive above 10 miles per hour on site

Tool Use

- Use the right tool for the job. One of the most common means of injury involving power
tools is using the wrong tool for the job at hand

- Before each use; tools are to be inspected for wear, proper maintenance, and proper
assembly

- Always keep tools clean, serviced, and kept in proper storage areas
- Make sure to wear proper PPE while using tools
- Always plug tools into a GFCI. This will prevent electrical shock to the operator

Safety Incentive Program

Forward Working Builders provides incentives for practicing safe work methods. We hope that
our workers take pride in their work and strive to work in a manner that is both professional and
safe; however, we also believe that those who go above and beyond the normal of safe work
practices deserve to be rewarded. Every month, we ask each foreman to choose one of their
workers who went above and beyond the call of basic safety, including those who were caught
in the act. These workers will be given gift cards to Home Depot as a reward for their safety
practices.

Accident Reports

Forward Working Builders will work tirelessly to ensure that our workers go home injury free;
however, we understand that accidents do happen. If an accident does occur on our job site,
we complete the following procedure.

All injuries will be completely and properly documented
- Pictorial documentation
- Accident form completed by worker, foreman, and superintendent that is reviewed by the

regional safety manager, safety director, and project manager.
- Notify OSHA
- Corrective action is taken if required on certain incidents.

All ‘near misses’ will be treated as an accident and will receive the same documentation, noted
with a ‘near miss’ to show the importance of being safe on site.
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Hazard Communication/ Right to Know

In the case of an incident, the safety officer is in charge of all communication and all actions. In
the event that the safety officer is not present, a superintendent is the hazard communication
officer. In the event of an incident, anyone can stop work or machinery, but either the safety
officer or superintendent are in charge of the situation.

Office Staff Requirements

All office staff must:
- Go through a site-specific orientation before they begin working on site
- Complete a drug test before being allowed access to site
- Have completed and obtained an OSHA 30 certification
- Be First Aid/CPR/AED certified

Pedestrian Safety Plan

Proper steps are to be taken to ensure the isolation of the jobsite from the adjacent properties
and existing buildings. Patrons of the neighboring properties should be minimally impacted by
construction activities and the construction should be minimally impacted by patron activities.
The following steps will be taken to ensure the safety of the surrounding properties:

- Debris Netting will be installed on elevated surfaces to prevent damage to surrounding
areas

- Wet Saw cutting techniques will be used to prevent silica exposure
- Proper signage will be provided for warnings to pedestrians
- Overhead protection will be provided on sidewalks and walkways where necessary
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Site Hazards and Mitigation
Following Forward Working Builders risk management plan, all major anticipated hazards have
been evaluated for their severity level and mitigation strategies developed as needed. The
likelihood table, consequence table, and risk matrix are all included in the appendix. The risk
register and preliminary mitigation strategies are included below:

Risk Likelihood
Score

Consequence
Score

Risk
Severity

Mitigation Plan

Risk
Description

determined
by likelihood
table

determined by
consequence
table

shade cell
to match
risk matrix

short description of mitigation
strategy

Person
Drowning

1 4 - Install a fence around the
entire site including the portion
that borders the sound
- Educate all workers weekly
on water safety
- Develop a buddy system for
all workers on the dock to
ensure that no one falls in
- Provide life vests and other
floatation devices near the
dock so that another worker
can throw it out to the person
- If a laborer requests, provide
a flotation safety jacket
- Subsidize swimming lessons
for laborers if they would like
to learn as a safety precaution

Unauthorized
Site Access

3 3 - Install a fence around the
entire site
- post signs along the fence
that show the dangers of
entering the site

Electrical
Shock

1 3 - Educate all workers on
electrical safety
- Provide all workers with
electrical safety gear as
needed
- Ensure all electricians are
qualified to complete the work

Person
slipping from
excess water
on site

3 2 - Dewater the site if water level
is too high or cancel work if
the conditions are too
dangerous
- Fill any puddles with stone as
needed to reduce slip
likelihood
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Person hit by
construction
vehicle

2 2 - All construction vehicles will
have back up alarms and
sensors
- Educate all workers on
vehicle safety (never walk
behind a vehicle or in their
blind spot)
- Vehicle always has the right
of way

Heat related
illness

4 1 - Provide drinking water on
site for all laborers

Vibration
syndrome
from Pile
Driving

1 1 - Limit the amount of persons
on the dock where piles are
being driven to reduce
exposure
- Provide the pile driving
operator with anti-vibration
gloves
- Encourage the operator to
take breaks to reduce
continuous exposure

Person falls
from elevated
platform

3 3 - Educate workers on the
dangers of elevated surfaces
and safe work options
- Require all laborers to obtain
their OSHA-30
- Ensure the team maintains a
clean workspace to minimize
fall hazards
- Provide and require all
workers above 3ft to tie off to a
personal restraint system

Misc
Accidents

1 2 - Maintain a clean workspace
by cleaning up after every
workday
- Put caution tape/
footboards/guardrails around
all exposed levels to minimize
falls from elevated surfaces
- Mark all holes on site and
block or cover as necessary
- Hold weekly safety meetings
to ensure laborers are working
safety and valuing safety as
their #1 priority
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Risk Management for the Rodanthe Boat Storage Facility
Forward Working Builder’s company risk management plan is included in the appendix and
outlines all company policies and procedures. Below is specific risk planning, identifying, and
solutions to risks identified on the Boat Storage Facility Project.

Rodanthe Boat Storage RMP - Planning
The potential for risk on this project is significant due to its location on the water. As a
design-build project there is inherent risk in the lack of completed, detailed drawings. However,
there is an opportunity to expedite the project due to that risk. Due to regulations in Rodanthe
and the project’s location on the Pamlico Sound, obtaining environmental permitting will be an
inherent risk for the project. Additionally, the environmental battles pose a legal risk to this
project. Another large risk is gaining the public’s support for this project.

While the boat dock will provide an additional means of transportation for tourists, gaining public
support for the project is another inherent risk for the Rodanthe Boat Storage Facility. The
project team will employ public outreach events in order to gain support and hopefully expedite
the permitting process.

Additionally, there are geopolitical risks present when starting a project in 2021 due to the
changing political climate. The possibility of civil unrest and protests are greater than the past
twenty years. The changing political climate also will have an effect on the country’s economy,
which in turn may affect the labor force, material costs, and other aspects of the project. If the
government mandates a shutdown due to the current global pandemic, a schedule delay will
occur.

Public safety is the most important factor for this project. To ensure the safety of the public, a
fence will surround all areas of the site that have material or equipment.  The fence will be taken
down after all construction is complete. Additionally, all large equipment will be secured at the
end of each construction day and in the event of any unfavorable weather.

Rodanthe Boat Storage RMP – Risk Identification

For the purpose of the Rodanthe Boat Storage Facility, the inherent and contingent risks are
split into separate registers. This was done since the risks will not be inputted into a cost
estimating program, like Palisades @Risk, which requires the two categories to be separate.
The process of calculating the final bid cost and the cost and schedule contingency, from the
risks identified, is detailed in the company risk management plan procedures.

The list of risks identified in the registers is not a fully exhausted list of risks on the project.
There is an inherent risk in each activity performed during the project’s lifecycle. Additionally,
residual risks may be a result of identified risks changing. The project team is responsible for
continually identifying risks throughout the project and developing proper control and treatment
plans. The detailed risk management process and responsibilities is seen in the company’s risk
management plan procedures.
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Inherent Risk Register for the Rodanthe Boat Storage Facility
Risk Consequence Type Likelihood

Score
Consequence

Score
Risk

Severity
Risk Description Cost/Schedule/WHS As determined

by likelihood
table

As determined by
consequence
table

shade cell to
match risk
matrix
severity

Incorrect
Productivity
Rate

Cost 4 2
Schedule 4 2

Machinery
Procurement

Schedule 4 2

Permitting Schedule 4 2
Design Detail
Level

Cost 4 4

Unknown
Geotechnical
Conditions

Cost 4 4
Schedule 4 3

Connecting
Utility Lines

Schedule 4 2

Uncertainty in
cost estimate

Cost 4 3

Warranty Issues Cost 4 1
Securing a
Developer

Cost 4 2

Public Support Schedule 4 1
Securing
Subcontractors

Schedule 4 1
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Contingent Risk Register for the Rodanthe Boat Storage Facility
Risk Consequence Type Likelihood

Score
Consequence

Score
Risk

Severity
Risk Description Cost/Schedule/WHS As determined

by likelihood
table

As determined by
consequence
table

shade cell to
match risk
matrix
severity

One Dock Pile
Cracking

Cost 3 1
Schedule 3 1

One Storage
Facility Pile
Cracking

Cost 3 1
Schedule 3 2

Material
Shortage

Schedule 2 2

Labor Shortage Cost 2 1
Equipment
Damage

Cost 2 1

Natural Disaster Cost 1 4
Schedule 1 4

Environmental
disputes

Schedule 2 4

Civil unrest Schedule 2 1
Noise
Disturbance

Cost 2 1

Unfavorable
weather (rain,
wind, heat)

Schedule 4 3

Delayed
deliveries

Schedule 2 3

Material
fabrication
errors

Schedule 2 2

Disputes and
Lawsuits

Cost 1 4

Financing and
Payment issues

Cost 1 2

Procurement of
Office Building

Schedule 3 2

Subcontractor
Default

Cost 1 3

Inexperienced
Team

Schedule 2 2

Boat Crash into
Construction
Site

Schedule 1 2
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Risk Solutions
For all risks, the company database will be utilized to accurately estimate the time and cost
associated with each activity. The database provides insights on past projects the company has
performed and will benefit The Rodanthe Boat Storage Facility by avoiding setbacks and
change orders. Below are a few solutions to some of the inherent and contingent risks identified
on this project:

Unfavorable weather – During the bidding phase, the last 30 years of weather data will be
collected. Data for average amount of rain days, hot weather days, and severe storms will be
collected. The project will be bid with 50% confidence of built-in weather days. An additional
25% confidence days will be bid as contingency weather days. Therefore, the complete bid will
be with 75% confidence.

On average there are 107 days of precipitation per year in Rodanthe, NC. The month of August
has the most rainfall with an average of 6.6 inches and 10.2 days of rain. With construction
starting in April and ending in August, the 7 rain days are added to the schedule with 50%
confidence. Rain days are days in which no work can take place. Days where there is a light
drizzle or rains for less than an hour, work will continue. An additional 3 schedule contingency
days are added to the schedule and can be used by any stakeholder as needed.

One pile cracking – Since all piles for each structure will be similar to the respective piles on the
structure, if one pile cracks then we will use another pile that is already on site and order
another pile. By using a pile already on site, the team will be able to expedite the schedule.

If more than two piles crack, we will study possible causes from pile construction to pile driving.
If the pile is cracking because of the design, we will bring the marine engineer back on the
project to redevelop the designs.  If a different construction technique is required, the team will
procure the necessary equipment to drive the piles as safely as possible.

Design detail level – Being a design-build project, there are inherent risks without a completed
design. However, the construction and design team will hold weekly meetings to ensure the
design is progressing according to the construction team’s needs. Outside consultants will be
hired for any design roadblock that requires additional assistance by a specialist. While design
progression is very important, the design team will work with the construction team to ensure the
project can be built safely.

Permitting – The procurement team will begin the permitting process as early as possible to
minimize any permitting delays. The procurement team will work closely with the design team to
ensure all the drawings and calculations are included in every permit application. The
construction team will develop an environmentally conscious construction plan for this project to
expedite possible environmental permitting delays due to building on the Pamlico Sound. The
team will approach permitting with a detailed mind so that applications are approved as quickly
as possible.

Public Support – To gain public support for the project, the team will host events to engage the
public. During the events, the team will present the benefits of increased tourism to local
businesses in Rodanthe. Additionally, the team engage the community through hosting
educational events about safe boating practices in efforts to get the community excited about
increased boating in the area.
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Subcontractor Default – Forward Working Builders requires any subcontractor with a contract
value over $350,000 to obtain a surety bond. If the subcontractor does not meet the
performance requirements or pay their contractors, Forward Working Builders will contact the
bonding company to reach an appropriate remedy.

Procurement of Office Building – The office building on this site is a prefabricated building. The
team will procure the office building as soon as possible and coordinate delivery with the town.
The building will most likely require special delivery measures such as a wide-load driver for
NC-12. For this reason, the team will begin the procurement process once awarded the job to
ensure the building can arrive on site as quickly as possible in a safe manner.
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Building & Structure Revit Model
The revit model includes the two storage facilities along with the one office building. The parking
lot and grass areas were laid out to match the CAD site map. The storage facilities include all
the correct beam, girder and joist sizes. It also includes all the column locations. The office
building is being installed by another company. The siding is just corrugated metal siding and
the roof is made out of metal too. Furnishings will be provided by the owner and therefore not
included in the revit model. All sound/ocean components can only be seen in the CAD site map.
Below is a list of the drawings included.

A101: Steel Layout Level 1-3
A102: Steel Layout Roof
A103: Site Plan
A104: North Facing Section Cut
A105: Full Site Rendering
A106: Exposed Steel Building
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Base Map & Site Plan

Demolition Plan Narrative

The existing parcel of land has structures that need to be demolished prior to the construction
phase of the boat storage facility. There is the existing go-kart track that will be demolished and
the ground will be regraded in those locations after the track is milled. A large portion of the
demolition work includes the bumper car pond. The concrete pool will be demolished and then
filled in with structurally stable soils.

The plan shows the areas that need excavation and grading. The plan shows the dock in the
northwest side that will be undisturbed and used for the future boat drop in.

The demolition plan serves as a diagram for the owner and future contractors that will give an
estimate for the time, schedule, and cost of the initial operations of the work.
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Base Map & Site Plan
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Autocad Layers

The site plan below was a sketch to depict the initial concept of the job site. The
autocad drawing was developed to show a detailed plan of the job. The different team
members have reviewed the initial sketch and have now developed this plan to more
accurately develop the means and methods for the job and coordinate between all trade
partners.

The entrance to the site is shown in the yellow parking lot layer. The pink islands inside
the parking lot represent the trailer parking locations. The parking lot will hold close to
100 trucks and boat trailers and there are some parallel parking spots for cars. The
office building is located just north of the entrance to the site and will house the workers
for the storage facility and has bathrooms and showers available to the customers
utilizing the facility. The parking lot will be entered and exited through actuated gates
where customers can pay for their parking.

The office building will allow the workers to have an area to operate the business as
well as serve their customers needs. The southwest corner of the parking lot is where
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the boat ramp will be constructed. It will have two lanes for boats to be launched and
loaded back up. The pink lines represent the proposed boat slip locations. These will
be new construction and serve the customers as a place where they can dock their
boats for both short and long term purposes.

The large light blue rectangles are the proposed boat storage facilities. These each
have a 20,00 sf footprint and will each house up to 78 boats with a max length of 30
feet. Each storage building will have two bays of boats that will stack three levels high
and a boat forklift will be able maneuver the boats for the customers. There are large
garage doors on each of the buildings and a path of travel for the forklift to take the
boats over to the drop in location.

Lastly the site plan shows some of the existing utilities that will be tied into to provide
running water, sanitary lines, and electricity to the facility. The existing utility lines run
parallel with route 12 and later plans and coordination with other contractors will further
develop the site plan for construction.
Original Site Plan
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Areas of Personal Interests

Taylor: I will be completing the revit model with 2 storage buildings and 1 office. It is my
goal to make it an accurate and aesthetically pleasing model. This model shows the
exact layout of everything, not just the buildings. It includes the site layout for the visual
effect. You will notice how there are multiple parts of the buildings laid out of the drawing
sheets. It was my goal to make this design look exceptional and realistic. If you notice
the siding isn’t normally in revit, I had to import that to make it look like corrugated
metal.

Kate: I will be completing structural steel design. I will determine the size and spacing of
the structural steel elements based on the forces acting on the building. I will also be
completing the foundation design. I will determine the foundation system based on the
soil conditions and forces acting on the building. I will also be completing the estimate
for the foundation systems and the office building. For this submission I researched the
soil conditions and which type of foundation system we should use. I used the forces
acting on the building to calculate the footing sizes and my calculations are in the
appendix.

Jake Makosy: I will be responsible for the geotechnical reports during the
pre-construction phase of the project, which will require me to work with my groupmates
responsible for the design of the marine structures and the foundation design. I will also
be completing both the Earthwork and water component section of the overall estimate.
For this submission I researched further into the geotechnical reports with help from a
specific website recommended by the professor, which further assisted my classmates
responsible for the foundation and structural design in completing their areas of interest.
I also researched many components’ typical material make-up, quantification, and cost
per appropriate unit included in the earthwork and water component estimate sections
as many components I have never had to complete quantity take-offs and estimates for.

Chris Mitchell:
I am responsible for coordinating the construction means and methods with the
schedule for the boat storage facility. I worked on the means and methods while using
the site map to determine the equipment and procedures that will be implemented to
complete the work. I also worked on the CPM schedule in Microsoft project to determine
the phasing of the work and for developing durations and the crews that will be utilized
for each trade. The scheduling of our work is very important as it will encompass some
site demolition, earthwork, and intense structural components such as the slabs for the
buildings. The area we are working in will definitely pose some constraints to our
scheduling of the project and procuring the necessary materials for the building. I have
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generated the site logistics plan and an autocad drawing to more precisely understand
the site and to start coordinating the scheduling of the work. The schedule depends
heavily on the site demolition plan and site map which were completed in the last
submittal. The research I performed was on means and methods for construction
around the coast, the different equipment used, and scheduling crews and durations of
work. Team members all collaborated on equipment, the way to perform work, and
inputting into the CPM schedule.

Mike Greene:
I will be responsible for the means and methods of construction. This includes the
research and determination of how the buildings will be constructed as well as selecting
equipment used for the construction process. I have some experience with selecting
lifting equipment and concrete conveyance systems but would like to further develop my
knowledge on selecting equipment needed for earthwork and demolition.

Jake Hunter:
I will be responsible for the research of marine structures including the boat launch,
forklift ramp options, boat slips, access ways, and shoreline protection.  These aspects
of the project that involve working with the shoreline, in and out of the water are areas
that I am not very familiar with  and would like to expand my knowledge on the details of
design, materials, and construction means and methods. Specifically to this 90%
submittal I was able to figure out what processes are necessary for the installation of a
boat launch and forklift drop in for boats which is a common practice at major storage
facilities.  Shoreline protection isn’t a huge factor on our jobsite, and we are not
engaging in any operations that will pose a threat to the shoreline.  My research has
been inserted in the appendix as offshore construction. It includes common practices,
design, means and methods, and issues we need to think about.  I also helped with the
schedule and figuring out how basic marine construction operations can be
implemented and put into a schedule.

Sydney Buck:
I am responsible for the risk management plan for the project. For this submission, I
updated the site-specific hazards that I identified for the boat facility. I also developed
both an extensive company risk management plan as well as a site specific risk
management plan. I researched the weather history of Rodanthe and calculated the
amount of weather days to add to the schedule with confidence as well as adding
schedule contingency days. Additionally, I added a 2% contingency to the estimate of
the project. The 2% was developed by looking at the known information about the site,
the design and construction plans, and the contract being a design-build project.
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Appendix

Zoning and Environmental Consideration Research
Each lot shall be submitted for site plan review under Section 22-31, Group
Development of the Dare County Zoning Ordinance and shall be subject to the dwelling
density limitations of 22-27.1 (d).

● 22-31
○ B. Design Standards

■ mandatory pre-application conference is held between the planning
board and the developer prior to filing the required application for
review and approval of the project by the board of commissioners

■ Adequate scaled site plans shall be submitted to allow for review of
the size and location of all buildings, structures, streets, drives and
parking spaces and their relationship to any open spaces and
adjacent properties

■ We will not be adding any streets
■ (5) Off-street parking and loading facilities.  Off-street parking and

loading facilities established in connection with a group
development project shall be of such design, location and
arrangement as will not interfere with the efficient flow of traffic
through the area and as will not interfere with the access of
emergency or service vehicles.

■ (6) Separation of buildings.  All buildings established as a part of a
group development project shall be separated by not less than 20
feet.

■ each group development project shall comply with the front yard
setback and the side and rear yard requirements established for the
district in which it is located. Look into

○ D. Group Development
■ S-1 area based on Tri Villages (allowed group development)

● those uses listed as permitted and/or conditional uses in the
applicable zoning district shall be considered for group
developments

● https://www.darenc.com/home/showpublisheddocument?id=
488

○ E. Floods
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■ (1) Any land proposed development as a group development as
defined in this subsection which is located, wholly or partially, in a
special flood hazard area as designated on the Flood Insurance
Rate Map for Dare County shall include the following certificate on
the site plan that is submitted for conditional use permit approval by
Dare County:

“This property, or portions of this property, is located within
a special flood hazard area as designated on Flood Insurance
Rate Maps for Dare County. Location in a special flood hazard
area represents a one percent (1%) or greater chance of being
flooded in any given year. Flood insurance may be required by
lending institutions for structures constructed on property
located in special flood hazard areas.”

● Yes, we are in the 1%, will include pictures.

●

●
●
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● https://fris.nc.gov/fris/Index.aspx?user=General%20Public&a
ddress=24530%20NC%2012%20Rodanthe%20NC&ST=NC
&ST=NC#

■ Flood elevation
● https://elevation.maplogs.com/poi/rodanthe_nc_usa.208

674.html

●
●

■ (2) Any land proposed for development as a group development
which is located, wholly or partially, in a Coastal Outer Barrier
Resources Areas as determined by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, the following certificate shall be included on the final plat
submitted for approval by Dare County Zoning Administrator:

“This property, or portions of this property, is located
within a Coastal Outer Barrier Resources Act (CBRA)
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zone as determined by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Location in a CBRA zone precludes the
availability of federally-insured loans and the purchase
of federal flood insurance through the National Flood
Insurance Program.”

The ramp may go into this area

● 22-27 (d)
○ E. Dimension Requirements for commercial development

■ (1) Minimum lot size:  Commercial lots shall be of sufficient size to
meet requirements of the Dare County Health Department, to
provide adequate siting for structures and to provide parking,
loading and maneuvering space for vehicles as required by Article
VII of this chapter.  In addition, a visual buffer is required where a
commercial use or zone abuts a residential use or zone.

■ (2) Minimum front yard setback:  15 feet.
■ (3) Minimum side yard:  10 feet.  No side yard is required if

commercial building constructed with common wall. An additional
5-foot adjacent to the street is required for a corner lot.

■ (4) Minimum rear yard:  20 feet.
■ (5) Maximum allowable lot coverage:  60%.
■ (6) Height limitation:  Highest floor level shall be no greater

than 35 feet above the lowest ground grade within a 50 foot
perimeter of the exterior walls of the structure. Overall height of a
structure from ground level to its highest point shall not exceed 52
feet.

■ (7) Maximum gross building size:  20,000 square feet
excluding decks, porches, and similar non-heated space.
Non-heated space including decks and porches shall not be used
as retail space for the display of goods or other commercial
activities.

■ Group developments with a maximum area of 20,000 square
feet per individual building, excluding decks and porches.

■ This gross building size limitation shall not apply to hotels
and/or motels.

■ (Maximum floor area standards adopted by the Dare County Board
of Commissioners on May 6, 2002.)

■ (8) In the event a natural disaster or accidental occurrence
leads to extensive damage (in excess of 50% value) of a structure
or group development project in existence prior to May 6, 2002,
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such structure or group development may be repaired, replaced or
reconstructed to 100% of its status prior to damage or destruction
but no greater unless otherwise authorized by the Dare County

Offshore Construction Research
Launch Ramp:

● 4.5m span per lane (width)
● Slope of 1V:8H
● Should reach at least 1m depth in the water, preferable 1.5m at low tide
● 10m minimum recommended length
● Material should be precast reinforced concrete panels with deep grooves for traction.

Can do cast in place outside water but need panels for below the water.
● Thick rip rap or reinforcing walls required around the panel edges to protect from

scouring
● Really need to be smart about parking lot design to accommodate as many trailer spots

as possible
● Usually a gangway onto a small pontoon is required next to a ramp
● https://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/documents/maritime/projects/better-boating-program/nsw-b

oat-ramp-facility-guidelines.pdf
○ Really good source.. even has typical design drawings.

● https://dwr.virginia.gov/boating/building-boat-ramps/#:~:text=Generally%20the%20ramps
%20should%20have,pulling%20wheels%20leave%20the%20concrete.

Berms:
● Honestly not much to be found about them however I believe we can logically design it

and try sounding smart
● We would need something very similar to this structurally

○
● According to typical berm construction methods, thick clay would be used in the core to

promote permeability.  If the berm is not more permeable than the shore, the water will
seep further into the mainland and create a softer soil for our facility to sit on. This clay
would be set in place and then compacted in thin layers with a roller
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● Thick rip rap would be used abundantly on both sides for structural support.  Gravel on
top to give the concrete something to adhere to while curing.

● Cast in place
● Cofferdams would be needed I believe
● At least 8m wide including riprap
● Probably doesn’t need to be longer than 10ft (speculating rn)
● Slope would depend on the vertical range on the forklifts
● Again a gangway to a small pontoon is probably necessary
● It is not uncommon to have a small trolley boat manned by a worker who grabs the boats

after then are put into the water who then brings the boats to parking spots along a dock.
If we have a dock we could do that but the dock would also need to either meet demand
(which would be a massive dock) or there would have to be regulations that customers
need to remove their boats from their parking spot like 10 mins after it goes into the
water or something..

● I will try to figure out some more as we go
● This is an option for the forklift we will need. I suggest we get a small one and a large

one.
○ https://marinetravelift.com/product/m1500/

● Sources
o https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coastal_management#Construction_techniques
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F7KXiwS9apA

Dock:
● Docks are almost always subbed out a contractor that specializes in docks
● Floating dock would be just fine for a simple boat parking application
● Aluminum frames with polymer floats underneath and wooden decking on top is really

the main components
● Piles would likely need to be driven every 30ft or so (this is not researched just a general

thought) to anchor the dock and keep it from floating away
● Basic wooden poles outlining the parking spots would be necessary for boat fenders
● Couldn’t find dimensions but again this should be subbed out
● Sources

○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZSKvcEWzB7o
○ https://construcaoereparacaonaval.files.wordpress.com/2017/07/review-of-select

ed-standards-for-floating-dock-design-pianc.pdf
○ https://www.nps.gov/subjects/concessions/upload/Marina_Standards.pdf

Equipment:(For owner but good to know about)
● Forklift for dropping in boats

https://www.toyotaliftnorthwest.com/catalog/new-products/toyota-forklifts/pneumatic-tire-f
orklifts/high-capacity-marina-forklift-your-watercraft-lifting-expert
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https://www.toyotaliftnorthwest.com/catalog/new-products/toyota-forklifts/pneumatic-tire-forklifts/high-capacity-marina-forklift-your-watercraft-lifting-expert
https://www.toyotaliftnorthwest.com/catalog/new-products/toyota-forklifts/pneumatic-tire-forklifts/high-capacity-marina-forklift-your-watercraft-lifting-expert


Cost Benefit Analysis Research
- Property Values

- SOUTH OF RODANTHE (Waves, NC)
- Median price of all open lots/lots for sale: $147,200

- https://www.zillow.com/waves-nc/land/
- Average price per acre of open lots/lots for sale: $189,760.59

- https://www.zillow.com/waves-nc/land/
- TOP LOT of proposed location totals 71,000 square feet (1.63 acres)
- BOTTOM LOT of proposed location totals 218,235 sq ft (5.01 acres)

- https://docs.google.com/document/d/1o8f9BsbtsTB5Uwqat
Q6AuaJIjtrXr14we0d_WbMskyQ/edit

- 6.64 acres of property required = $1,260,010.32

- High Level Design & Construction Costs
- Boat Storage Facilities

- Multi-story self storage building costs: $45 to $65 per square foot
- https://www.makosteel.com/blog/bid/84411/cost-to-build-self-stora

ge
- Each boat storage unit: 20,000 square feet (40,000 total)
- Cost of both boat storage units: $1,800,000 to $2,600,000

- Office Space
- Estimated office building size: 2,500 square feet (Overhead = 10%, Profit

= 5%, bonding = 1%)
- Cost of office building: $153,000 with $61/square foot

- https://www.buildingjournal.com/construction-estimating.html
- any other applicable revenues and expenses

- Daily Renting boats (revenue) → possible future revenue generation (rent out
space to a company who wants to rent boats)

- NORTH OF RODANTHE
- 3hrs - $275 pontoon rental, $245 for skiff rental

- https://trivillagewatersports.com/boat-rentals/caribbean-skiff/
- 2hr - $300 crabbing, shrimping, & cruise

- https://www.obxpontoonman.com/contact-directions/
- 5hr private inlet & sound fishing (w/ skipper) - $1500

- https://crystaldawnheadboat.com/
- HATTERAS - SOUTH OF RODANTHE
- Off shore 9 hours - $2,100

- http://endorfinobx.com/product/endorfin-charters/
- 4 hrs inlet fishing - $420
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- https://www.hatterasharbor.com/inshore-fleet
- Estimated revenues

- 2 rentals per day = about $600/day per boat
- Cost of pontoon boat $35,000

- https://betterboat.com/pontoon/average-pontoon-boat-costs-6-diffe
rent-manufacturers/

-
- Boat Storage (revenue)

- Outdoor storage - $90 monthly
- https://boat-storage-obx.business.site/posts/67691333268056756

0?hl=en
- Outdoor storage - $135 a month (secure lot)

- http://www.hanburysstorage.com/index.php/pricing/
- Indoor storage - slightly more than outdoor storage, $200 to $300/month

- https://firstquarterfinance.com/indoor-boat-storage-rates/
- Grants available

- Pumpout station planning, engineering, constructing apart of clean water act
- https://marinaassociation.org/grants

Site Hazards Research
- Risk management for marine projects

- https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/53b8/3c5a5df94e9144f23818be85ff29c7ddb8c3.
pdf

- Floating life/safety vests that can be provided to laborers over water
- https://www.industrialsafetyproducts.com/stearns-i424org-industrial-work-zone-lif

e-vest/?sku=I424-M&gclid=Cj0KCQjwl9GCBhDvARIsAFunhslbfZGkl9bCaBmCg
wP_1Xjq3MCQf70DROrqaICRK4GDzeI61POHHX8aAjK7EALw_wcB

- Mitigation strategies for vibration syndrome
- https://www.ccohs.ca/oshanswers/phys_agents/vibration/vibration_measure.html

- Weather data
- https://www.bestplaces.net/climate/city/north_carolina/rodanthe

Steel Design and Foundation Calculations
Below are all the calculations for the structural steel design.
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Company Risk Management Plan

Purpose & Scope of the Risk Management Plan (RMP)
The purpose of this risk management plan (RMP) is to outline and describe proper management
processes for the risks associated with the planning, design, procurement, and construction of
the Rodanthe Bridge. The ultimate goal of the RMP is to recognize risks early by challenging the
project’s scope, assumptions, contract, and logic in efforts to increase the probability of
successfully completing the project on-time and in-budget. Risks are inevitable on the project
and therefore should be continually evaluated and monitored to minimize severe consequences
from occurring. Each risk has the potential to impact the project’s cost, schedule, or quality and
compromise the worker’s safety on site [1].
The risk management plan establishes best practices that should be used throughout the
project’s lifecycle. The RMP was developed in accordance to ISO 31000 and 31010. The RMP
explains appropriate risk assessment tools and techniques, responsibilities of all project
members, records that must be kept, and decisions that must be made. The RMP also explains
the relationship this project has with previous projects and how data should be utilized to reduce
risk and make more informed assumptions[2].
There are two types of risks: inherent risks and contingent risks. Inherent risks have a
probability of 100% meaning they will occur. Inherent risks typically are tied to a scheduled
activity as each activity has a cost and schedule risk associated since construction is a very
variable industry. Contingent risks gave a probability between 1% and 99%. Contingent risks
may occur on site. All risks have various consequences, which should be tracked throughout the
lifecycle of the project.

[1] SLAC Stanford. 2009. Research Support Building And Infrastructure Modernization. [online] Available
at:<https://wwwssrl.slac.stanford.edu/lcls/reviews/rsb_project/2009_rsb_may18-19/supporting_docs/rsb_d
raft_psva_r0.doc.pdf>
[2] https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:31000:ed-2:v1:en
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Risk Management Process 
The risk management process is constantly evolving throughout the project’s lifecycle to ensure 
that proper methods are in place. Any changes to the risk management process must be 
approved by the Director of Risk and clearly communicated to all persons on the project team.  
Each step of the risk management process is explained in detail below: 
 
Planning 
Planning includes determining the potential for risk on this project and establishing a baseline 
schedule and cost. The design manager and project risk manager are responsible for 
determining the project’s potential for risk. The potential for risk should be determined by the 
following: 

- Detail of supplemental reports 
o Including but not limited to geotechnical and environmental reports 

- Clarity of the project’s definition and objectives 
- Complexity of the project’s scope 
- Company’s experience with similar bridge projects 

The chief estimator is responsible for establishing a high-level schedule and cost with at least 
30% confidence based on the project’s requirements, objectives, and scope. The chief estimator 
should use previous project’s data available in the company’s database to assist in determining 
a high-level schedule and cost.  
 
Context 
The risk management plan for the Rodanthe Bridge Project aligns itself with the company’s risk 
appetite. Construction over bodies of water pose significant risks due to the unknown soil 
conditions. The company can accept some risk as successfully completing this project can open 
opportunities for future bridge projects in the Outer Banks area.  
 
Risk threshold and tolerability affect the project’s ability to remain successful. Risk exposure 
and capacity affect the company’s ability to stay in business3. The risk appetite has been 
defined according to the contracted dollar amount for the project below.  
 

Risk threshold = 8% of the project’s contracted dollar amount  
   1% allocated to design, 2% to procurement, and 5% to construction  

  
Risk tolerability = 13% of the project’s contracted dollar amount  
  
Risk exposure = 18% of the project’s contracted dollar amount  
    
Risk capacity = 25% of the project’s contracted dollar amount  

 
Identification 

Each person on the project team is responsible for identifying risks that may impact the 
successful completion of the project and its objectives. Risks pertain to the project’s scope, cost, 
schedule, and health and safety of all workers. Risks may pertain to environmental disputes and 
geopolitical debates; however, the consequences of these risks affect the cost and schedule of 

 
3 Hillson, D., 2012. How Much Risk Is Too Much Risk? Understanding Risk Appetite. [online] Pmi.org. Available at:  
<https://www.pmi.org/learning/library/much-risk-understanding-risk-appetite-6076>   



 
 
the project and therefore will be evaluated on that basis. While each project team member is 
accountable for risks pertaining to their assigned scope of work, each member should 
participate in risk identification meetings and brainstorm sessions outlined in Table 05 in the 
appendix. It is the project team’s responsibility to work together to identify all risks applicable to 
this project. Risks are identified by looking at previous project’s risks available in company’s 
project information database and challenging the project’s scope, assumptions, contract, and 
logic. Each member’s role in risk identification is outlined in Table 03 in the appendix. Common 
risk areas, shown in Table 08 in the appendix, can be used as a tool to the team. Table 08 was 
directly derived from Stanford’s Research Support Building and Infrastructure Modernization 
Risk Management Plan4.  
 
Analysis 

For every risk identified, the team member who identified the risk is responsible for 
conducting a preliminary analysis and documenting the risk in the risk register. Additionally, this 
team member is responsible for consulting the escalation table and taking the appropriate 
measures for the level of risk identified. The steps for a preliminary risk analysis are below: 
 
Preliminary Analysis Process 

1. Assess the risk’s consequence using Figure 02 in the appendix. If the risk has multiple 
consequence types (cost, schedule, WHS), assess the consequence for each type.  

a. The risk’s consequence should be evaluated by using previous project’s data 
available in the company database as well as available data online regarding the 
risk. The most-likely consequence, in terms of severity, should be tracked.  

2. Assess the risk’s likelihood using the likelihood table, Figure 01, in the appendix for each 
consequence type determined in the previous step.  

a. The risk’s likelihood should be determined by evaluated by using previous 
project’s data available in the company database as well as available data online 
regarding the risk.  

3. Assess the risk’s severity using the risk matrix, Figure 03 in the appendix, based on 
using the risk’s consequence score for each type and respective likelihood score. 

a. If a risk has equal severity levels for different consequence types, then the risk 
should be tracked twice with each consequence taking its own line in the risk 
register.  

4. Document the risk in the risk register, Table 11, in the appendix. Document the severity 
level associated with each risk consequence type, if multiple types are identified, in 
separate lines of the risk matrix. 

5. Consult the risk escalation table, Figure 04, in the appendix and take the appropriate 
action for the risk. If there are multiple severity levels, take the appropriate action for the 
highest severity level and also inform the person of the other consequence types 
associated with this risk.  

An in-depth risk analysis should be conducted by the project risk manager for every 
high or severe level risk. A full risk assessment includes bow-tie analysis of the risk followed by 
a quantitative analysis method dependent on the risk area, which is outlines in Table XX. The 
steps for an in-depth analysis are shown below.  

 

 
4 SLAC Stanford. 2009. Research Support Building And Infrastructure Modernization. [online] Available at: 
<https://wwwssrl.slac.stanford.edu/lcls/reviews/rsb_project/2009_rsb_may18-
19/supporting_docs/rsb_draft_psva_r0.doc.pdf>   



 
 
 
 
In-Depth Analysis Process 

1. Project Manager conducts a bow-tie analysis using BowTieXP. The project manager 
should consult the following resources to establish controls and recovery measures: 

a. project engineers, superintendents, and any other project team member with 
experience in the risk’s area or scope 

b. the company’s database to understand controls and recovery measures used in 
previous projects for similar risks 

c. if necessary, a subject matter expert or outside consultant  
2. Project risk manager approves the bow-tie analysis.  
3. Project risk manager carries out a quantitative analysis depending on the consequence 

type. Recommended analysis methods are shown in Table XX in the appendix; however, 
other techniques may be used if deemed appropriate by the project risk manager and 
approved by the project executive.  

4. Project manager and project risk manager work together to establish an effective control 
plan for the risk that aligns with the project’s objectives. The control plan should reduce 
the risk’s likelihood, consequence, or both.  

a. If the project manager and project risk manager both agree that no controls are 
necessary, the risk should be documented in the Table XX: Risk Evaluation 
Table. The “status of action” in this case should be “started” and the risk status 
“open.”  

b. The project manager and project risk manager must identify residual risks that 
may appear if the controls are established. The project risk manager is 
responsible for tracking residual risks through the risk management process 
starting at the identification step.  

5. Project manager estimates the cost of the control plan.  
6. Project risk manager approves the plan.  
7. Project manager communicates the plan with the rest of the project team.  
8. Project risk manager documents the risk and control plan in Table 11: Risk Evaluation 

Register.  
   
Evaluation 

After a thorough analysis is complete, both the individual risk and collection of risks 
should be evaluated against the project’s established risk threshold and tolerance. The project 
risk manager is responsible for calculating the risk’s percentage of risk threshold by using the 
following equation: 

 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 	
𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒	(𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑠)

𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑	(𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑠)
× 	100 

 
Note: The quantitative risk consequence and risk threshold must be measured in the 
same unit (dollars, scheduled days, number of injured workers).  

 
The project risk manager is responsible for documenting the percentage of risk threshold in 
Table 12 in the appendix. Additionally, the project risk manager is responsible for consulting the 
project risk portfolio escalation table, Table 04 in the appendix, and taking the appropriate 
action. He or she should take all actions stated in the risk evaluation escalation table that are 
equal to or less than the risk’s percentage of risk threshold.  



 
 

 
Treatment 

The project’s risk manager is responsible for developing a treatment plan for each high 
and sever level risks as determined in the risk matrix.  There are four main treatment options 
seen in Table 10 in the appendix. The treatment options are listed from most favorable (top) to 
least favorable (bottom). Table 10 outlines the minimum requirements that must be included in 
the treatment plan created. The process for developing a treatment plan is below: 

 
Risk Treatment Plan Process 

1. Project risk manager holds a meeting to identify at least two different treatment options, 
at a high-level, for the risk. 

a. Other meeting attendees: project manager, superintendent, the member who 
identified the risk, any informed person according to the risk evaluation 
escalation table, and any other persons deemed necessary to identify treatment 
options 

b. The project risk manager should compile previously used treatment options from 
the treatment database if similar risks were tracked on previous projects 

2. All persons present at the meeting vote which treatment option is best suited for the 
project and company’s objectives.  

3. Develop a detailed treatment plan 
a. The project risk manager is responsible for the detailed treatment plan. All 

meeting attendees should provide input for the plan.  
b. All meeting attendees should identify residual risks that result from implementing 

the treatment plan.  
c. The project risk manager is responsible for tracking any residual risks and 

following the appropriate steps for analysis 
4. Project executive approves treatment plan 
5. Project manager implements treatment plan and informs all persons that may be 

affected by the treatment plan including subcontractors, engineers, and owner.  
6. Project risk manager inputs all treatment information into Table 13: Risk Treatment 

Register in the appendix. This register shows the inputs on the company’s risk treatment 
database.  

 
Consultation and Communication 

Constant and transparent communication is necessary with both internal and external 
stakeholders throughout the project. Internally, risks are shared so that the entire team is well 
aware of all happenings on the project and feels responsible for the project’s success. The 
project risk manager should hold a meeting fortnightly to discuss new risks, existing risks, and 
any risks pertaining to the project’s progress. The meeting guidelines are described in Table 05 
in the appendix. Every project team member has the opportunity to speak up about risks and 
errors they may see. Each person’s voice is to be respected through open and transparent 
communication. If someone makes a mistake, the other project team members should meet with 
the person to help them form a mitigation plan to correct the mistake so that each member can 
learn from each other’s mistakes, support one another, and not assign guilt.  

Internally, every member of the project team has access to the company’s risk database. 
Every risk identified on the project should be entered into the risk database which is compiled of 
all the risk registers in the risk register section of the appendix. After the project is complete, the 
entire company will have access to the risk database from this project for use on future projects. 



 
 

Externally, risks should be communicated with all stakeholders affected. Communication 
should occur on a fortnightly basis with the project owners to ensure they are always aware of 
the progress of the project and the risks hindering the project’s success. A transparent 
relationship with the project owner is vital to accomplishing the project’s objectives. The meeting 
guidelines and responsible persons are described in Table 05 in the appendix.   

During construction, constant communication with subcontractors is vital to ensure all 
laborers are aware of the tasks at hand currently and in the future and are working safely. The 
project safety manager is responsible for communicating safe working habits weekly with all 
laborers on site. The safety manager should discuss all WHS risks at the weekly morning 
huddle with all laborers. The project manager is responsible for communicating all risks with the 
subcontractors that are affected. These risks should be communicated on a weekly basis. Only 
risks that have been analyzed and evaluated should be communicated with subcontractors.  

Throughout the risk management process, outside consultants may be hired to assist 
the team with establishing proper controls and mitigation plans for major risks. Additionally, the 
project safety manager should consult the Director of Safety for assistance with establishing 
proper control measures.   
 
Monitoring and Review 
 All risks should be monitored and reviewed throughout the risk’s lifecycle and the 
project’s lifecycle. All changes in the risk’s likelihood and consequence should tracked in Table 
12 in the appendix. Each project team member is responsible for all risks that fall under their 
scope of work. If a risk falls under multiple scopes, the project manager is responsible for 
monitoring the risk. Risks should be reviewed on a recurring basis, at least once every two 
weeks. The project risk manager and design manager are accountable for monitoring risks 
during their respective project phases. The guidelines for monitoring each risk depending on its 
severity level is seen in Table 06 in the appendix.  
 The design manager and project executive are responsible for updating the risk 
treatment database, Table 13, throughout the risk’s lifecycle. It is important that areas for 
improvement section is filled out with details so that future projects can learn from this project’s 
successes and downfalls. This process allows the company to continually grow and improve, 
which is vital to the company’s long-term success.  

Tools, Documentations, Reporting and Records 
Different tools are used throughout the project to assist risk identification, analysis, 

evaluation, and treatment. Tools include different softwares, tables, and databases. Each tools 
inputs, outputs, and use are shown in Table 11 in the appendix.  

Documentation is vital to accurately track all risks and their development throughout the 
project. All risks must be documented in the risk registers shown in Appendix B.  

All records from previous projects are available in the company database and should be 
used to assist the risk management process. The company database is a Cloud-based drive 
that is synced onto each employee’s computer and iPad. The drive holds folders for each 
project as well as a company-wide risk folder. The IT team is responsible for saving the risk files 
in the project’s specific folder in beginning of the project and in the company-wide risk folder at 
the end of the project. The IT team must append the project’s risk registers to the respective 
registers in the company folder so that project teams can enter key words in a userform to 
search for any associated risks or treatment plans.  
  



 
 
Project Assurance 
 The project features three lines of defense to assure the risk management process is 
sufficiently benefiting the project team’s ability to accomplish the project’s set objectives5. The 
three lines of defense are detailed below:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
On top of the quarterly risk assurance audits, there should be milestone completion 

technical assurance audits6. After each scheduled milestone is completed, a third-party 
inspector should be hired to ensure the bridge meets safety standards. Additionally, the city 
inspector should ensure structural stability with a reasonable factor of safety. Moreover, after 
each milestone is completed, the project executive should meet with the client to ensure their 
needs are being met. Before meeting with the client, the project executive should review the 
critical success factors and compare the project’s current performance against them. The 
project executive should have an open conversation with the client and present any change 
suggestions regarding the risk management process to the project risk manager.  
   
  

 
5 https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/au/Documents/risk/deloitte-au-rs-project-risk-management-310117.pdf 
6 https://www.pmi.org/learning/library/project-success-through-project-assurance-114 

 

- Project team facilitates risk management by: 
o Identifying, analyzing, and monitoring risks 
o Developing controls and treatment plans for risks 
o Establishing the project’s scope, schedule, budget, and objectives  

1st Line of 
Defense: 

Management 
Controls 

 
- Project risk manager supports the project team by: 

o Enforcing and maintaining risk management process 
o Overseeing quality management 
o Overseeing safety and environmental controls 
o Developing new tools as needed to manage new risks 

 

2nd Line of 
Defense:  

Risk 
Management 

 - Director of Risk audits the project team quarterly with the following objectives:  
o Ensure compliance with risk management process 
o Quality check the project’s completed work 
o Analyze effectiveness of the risk management process and alter as needed  
o Run risk training sessions as needed 

- Project Executive presents project’s schedule, budget, and progress to meet 
objectives to the Business Unit Leader 

 

3st Line of 
Defense: 

Internal Audit 



 
 
Contingency Management 

Contingency is an amount of funds that covers uncertainty in the estimate and risk 
exposure. Contingency improves transparency between the contractor and owner and therefore 
builds trust7. To establish a mutually agreed upon contingency, the director of risk, and project 
executive should meet with the client to discuss the largest risks on the project while estimating 
the contract. The contingency for this contract includes both schedule and cost. All 
contingencies determinations should possess 50% confidence. The allocation of both the 
schedule and cost contingency are shown in Table 07 in Appendix A.  

 
Schedule Contingency Determination 
 The design manager, chief estimator, and project executive are responsible for 
calculating the project schedule and schedule contingency for their respective project phases: 
design, procurement, and construction. Each member should create a detailed schedule in 
Primavera P6 based on previous project’s data. Reasonable assumptions should be made 
where needed and backed up by research, if available. The chief estimator is responsible for 
combining the design, procurement, and construction schedules to ensure a clear critical path is 
shown. The chief estimator should then run a probabilistic schedule risk analysis using 
Primavera Risk. The chief estimator should then determine the proper amount of contingency, 
with 25% confidence. 
 
Cost Contingency Determination 

The chief estimator is responsible for calculating the total bid cost and the cost 
contingency for the entire contract. The director of risk is accountable for the calculation. The 
chief estimator and director of risk should first calculate the project’s uncertainty and risk 
exposure based on the conceptual design, supplemental reports available, and any other 
factors that may affect the project including political factors8. The design manager should advise 
the team on design risks as well construction feasibility. The design manager, chief estimator, 
and project executive should meet to determine at least the top 20 risks for the project. All high 
and severe level risks should be included in the calculation. Then the chief estimator should run 
a Monte-Carlo simulation using Palisades @Risk to determine the proper bid total and amount 
of contingency. The bid total takes into account all inherent risks as they will occur on the 
project. The final bid should be at least the bid amount given by @Risk for 70% confidence. The 
contingent risks are used to determine the contingency amount for the project. The amount of 
contingency should be with at least 25% confidence. All confidence levels can increase 
depending on the chief estimator and director of risk’s professional judgement; however, the 
confidence levels should not fall below those stated above.  
  

 
7 https://www.pmi.org/learning/library/contingency-are-covered-6099 
8 Hammad, M., Abbasi, A. and Ryan, M., 2016. Allocation and Management of Cost Contingency in Projects. Journal of Management in 
Engineering, 32(6), p.04016014. 



 
 
Analytics and data-driven solutions plan 
 The project team is able to make more informed decisions by learning from previous 
project’s successes and downfalls. The senior engineers, construction estimators, and project 
managers are responsible for gathering useful research data to assist making decisions 
regarding the project’s schedule, budget, and scope. Table 12 in the appendix outlines useful 
resources for different types of data depending on the risk area.  
 Using published research in conjunction with previous project data available in the 
company’s databases allows for confident estimates and assumptions. After collecting the data, 
schedule and budget decisions should be made with greater confidence. The chief estimator 
and project risk manager are responsible for comparing the project’s assumptions to the 
gathered data to measure risk exposure. During design, senior engineers are responsible for 
measuring risk exposure in their designs and ensuring that the structure is stable, economical, 
and achievable.  
 All data from this project, including the resources used to develop assumptions, should 
be tracked and inputted into the company’s database. Learning from previous projects allows 
the company to make more educated decisions on future projects and is vital to the company’s 
long-term success. 
 
  



 
 
Appendices 
Appendix A: Responsibility Tables and Matrices 
Table 01: Design Phase RACI Matrix for Risk Management Process 

Activity Responsible Accountable Consulted Informed 
Identify All project 

members (refer to 
Table 03: Risk 
Identification 
Responsibilities) 

Design Manager  All Engineers 

Preliminary 
Analysis 

Member who 
identified the risk 

Senior Engineer   

Further 
Analysis 

Senior Engineer Design Manager Principal  

Evaluation Senior Engineer Design Manager  See Table 04 
Treatment Design Manager Principal  All Engineers 
Communication Design Manager Senior Engineer  NC DOT 
Monitor & 
Review 

See Table 06 Senior Engineer  Principal 

 
Table 02: Procurement and Construction Phase RACI Matrix for Risk Management 
Process 

Activity Responsible Accountable Consulted Informed 
Identify All project 

members (refer to 
Table 03: Risk 
Identification 
Responsibilities) 

Project Risk 
Manager 

 Project Manager 
& 
Superintendent 

Preliminary 
Analysis 

Member who 
identified the risk 

Project Risk 
Manager 

  

Further 
Analysis 

Project Executive Project Risk 
Manager 

Subject Matter 
Expert (if 
needed) 

 

Evaluation Project Risk 
Manager 

Project 
Executive 

 See Table 04 

Treatment Project Risk 
Manager 

Project 
Executive  

If needed: 
Project 
manager, 
superintendent, 
safety manager, 
subject matter 
expert, any 
outside 
consultant 

Business Unit 
Leader 
(depending on 
risk impact – 
see Table 04 
and Figure 04) 

Communication Project Manager Project Risk 
Manager 

 Project Owner, 
any 
subcontractor 
involved 



 
 
Monitor & 
Review 

See Table 06 Project Risk 
Manager 

 Project 
Executive 

 
 
Table 03: Risk Identification Responsibilities 

Phase Who When How 

Desig
n 

Design 
Manager 

Weekly 

Hold a meeting with all designers with the following 
objectives 

- Discuss new risk register adds 
- Determine productivity rate as a team 
- Discuss the budget  
- Brainstorm any risks that are the result of the 

designs being combined together  
Before the meeting prepare the following: 

- Analysis of risk register from the previous week to 
determine if any risks have increased/decreased or 
need treatment plans 

- Measure last week’s productivity against the base 
schedule to see if there needs to be a treatment 
plan  

- Measure current budget against the predicted to 
see if there is any financial risk 

Every 
other 
week 

Hold a meeting with the client with the following objectives 
- Design progress 
- Any design scope questions 
- Client needs/wants 
- Meeting attendees: principal, senior engineers, 

construction project risk manager 

Daily 
Assess the risks associated with the design  
Determine if any additional resources are needed for 
success  

Desig
n 

All 
Engineers  Daily 

Assess the risks associated with construction activities. 
Document all new risks in the risk register and complete a 
preliminary analysis  

Proc/ 
Constr 

Project Risk 
Manager 

Beginning 
of project 

Look at previous projects and develop a list of common 
risks on similar projects historically.  

Every 
other 
week 

Brainstorm any new risks that are a result of changing 
procurement needs and/or construction conditions during 
risk meeting. 

Proc Chief 
Estimator Daily 

Assess the risks associated with construction activities. 
Document all new risks in the risk register and complete a 
preliminary analysis. 

Proc/ 
Constr 

Project 
Executive Weekly 

Determine if any additional resources are needed for 
success. 
Discuss any risks subcontractors may have and if these 
affect the general contractor, add them to the risk resister.  

Constr As 
needed 

HAZOP meeting with superintendent for any large task that 
has many risks associated with it   



 
 

Constructio
n Safety 
Manager 

Daily 
Document any safety risks encountered in the risk register. 
Develop a treatment plan for each safety risk to ensure all 
workers are safe.  

Constr Project 
Engineer Daily 

Assess the risks associated with construction activities. 
Document all new risks in the risk register and complete a 
preliminary analysis. 

Constr Superintende
nt 

Every 
other 
week 

Hold “What if” meeting with laborers to plan activities for 
next two weeks. Utilize last planner approach to assess 
risks. 

Constr Laborer Daily Bring any potential risks to the superintendent. 
Note: Proc = Procurement Phase & Constr = Construction Phase 

 
Table 04: Project Risk Portfolio Escalation Table  

Percentage of Risk 
Threshold 

Summation of All Open Risks in the Risk Evaluation 
Register 

7% Continue to identify, monitor, and track all risks 

25% Continue to identify, monitor, and track all risks  

50% Continue to identify, monitor, and track all risks 
65% Present the project’s risk portfolio to the Director of Risk 
85% Present the project’s risk portfolio to the Business Unit Leader 

 
  



 
 
Table 05: Risk Review/Communication Meeting Guidelines 

Who When How 

Design Manager 
(Design) 

 
Project Risk 

Manager  
(all phases) 

 

Weekly 

Hold a meeting with the following objectives: 
- Discuss any new risks 
- Discuss all risks with severity level 3 and higher 
- Discuss any risk whose severity level increased 
- Discuss the budget and schedule, whether the project 

is on track or not 
Before the meeting prepare the following: 

- Analysis of risk register from the previous week to 
determine if any risks have increased/decreased or 
need treatment plans 

- Measure last week’s productivity against the base 
schedule to see if there needs to be a treatment plan  

- Measure current budget  
The following people should attend the meeting: 

- During design 
o Principal 
o Senior engineers 
o Chief estimator 

- During procurement 
o Project Executive 
o Chief estimator 

- During Construction 
o Project Executive 
o Project Managers 
o Safety Manager 

Principal 
 (design) 

 
Project 

Executive 
(Procurement 

and 
Construction) 

Fortnightly 

Hold a meeting with the client with the following objectives:  
- Design/Procurement/Construction progress 
- Any new risks that hinder the projects ability to 

accomplish the established objectives 
- Discuss client needs, wants, and current satisfaction 

The following people should attend the meeting: 
-  During design 

o Design Manager 
o Senior Engineer(s) 

- During Procurement 
o Procurement manager 
o Chief Estimator 
o Project risk manager 

- During Construction 
o Project risk manager 
o Project manager 
o Superintendent(s) 



 
 
 
Table 06: Risk Monitoring Responsibility Guidelines 

Risk 
Severity 

Level 
Responsible Person When How 

Severe Design – Design Manager 
Construction – Project 
Executive 

Weekly Assess whether the treatment 
plan and controls are working as 
planned. Update the treatment 
plan and controls as necessary.  

High Design – Design Manager 
Construction – Project 
Executive 

Weekly Assess whether the treatment 
plan and controls are working as 
planned. Update the treatment 
plan and controls as necessary. 

Moderate Design – Senior Engineer 
responsible for the respective 
scope 
Construction – Project 
Manager 

Every 
other 
week 

Determine whether or not the 
consequence or likelihood 
scores have changed. If so, 
update Table 11. If the severity 
level increases, follow 
appropriate steps according to 
the risk management process.  

Low Team member who is 
responsible for the respective 
scope 

Every 
other 
week 

Determine whether or not the 
consequence or likelihood 
scores have changed. If so, 
update Table 11. If the severity 
level increases, follow 
appropriate steps according to 
the risk management process. 

 
 
Table 07: Contingency Allocation 

Phase Role 
Percent of 

Cost 
Contingency 

Percent of 
Schedule 

Contingency 
Design, 
Procurement, & 
Construction 

Project Owner 30% 30% 

Design Design Manager 5% 5% 
Design Principal 5% 5% 
Procurement Procurement Manager 15% 13% 
Construction Project Executive 30% 30% 
Construction Project Manager 10%  10%  
Construction Safety Manager 5% 7% 

 
  



 
 
Appendix B: Risk Categories  
Table 08: Common Risk Areas 

Risk Area Significant Risks 
Facilities & 
Equipment 

- Equipment assembly and disassembly 
- Equipment design 
- Equipment maintenance  

Design - Unknown underground composition 
- Design not economical 
- Design maturity and functionality 
- Design of temporary rail system 
- Design not being approved  

Testing/Evaluation/ 
Simulation 

- Testing not initiated early enough 
- Test procedures do not address all major performance specifications 
- Facilities not available to accomplish specific tests 
- Insufficient time to test thoroughly 

Schedule - Schedule is not realistic and achievable 
- Resources not available to meet schedule  

Suppliers - Restricted number of vendors 
- Unavailable materials 
- Delayed delivery due to supply chain disruptions 

Procurement - Equipment and material availability  
- Material quality 

Subcontractors - Cannot maintain cash flows 
- Inability to schedule work and resources properly 

Cost - Realistic cost objectives not established early enough 
- Fluctuations in the cost of raw materials 
- Owner’s wants do not align with max budget 

Technology - Technology relies on complex hardware, software, or integration design 
- Maintenance required  
- Cybersecurity  

Management - Team does not function as a high-performance team  
- Effective risk assessments not performed or results not understood and 

acted upon 
- Management strategies and plans are not developed in a timely manner 

Health & Safety - Injury or death on site  
- Safeguards and Security 
- Environmental Controls 

Labor - Skilled tradesman shortage 
- Changing productivity rates 
- Labor Strike 

Weather - Natural disasters 
- Extreme wet weather 
- Extreme wind days 

Value Engineering - Implementation into drawings 
- Financial risk 

Geopolitical - Civil unrest, protests, or war 
- Change in political climate  

Environmental - Disruption to SAVs 
- Shading for fish population  

Permitting - Delay in permits 
- Lawsuits  

 



 
 
Table 09: Quantitative Analysis Methods 

Risk Area Further Analysis 
Technique 

Software Output 

Cost Monte-Carlo Simulation 
with 80% confidence 

Palisades 
@Risk 

Determines a best-case, most-
likely case, and worst-case cost 
estimation for the risk 

Schedule Primavera P6 
Probabilistic Schedule 
Risk Analysis 

Primavera 
Risk 

Determines the schedule 
impacts  

Health & 
Safety 

Fault Tree Analysis TopEvent FTA Quantifies the likelihood of top 
causes9 

 
Table 10: Risk Treatment Options 

Treatment 
Option Treatment Plan Inclusions 

Eliminate Conditions eliminated:  
Residual Risks: 
Responsible Person: 

Transfer To who:  
What amount: Full or partial transfer. If partial indicate what amount 
was transferred to different parties and what amount is retained. 
Residual Risks:  
Responsible Person: 

Mitigate Reduced what: (cost, schedule, scope, etc) 
Amount Reduced: percentage pertaining to likelihood and 
consequence 
Confidence Level: useful but not required (obtain by monte carlo 
simulation, statistical analysis, or any other quantitative method)  
Responsible Person: 

Accept Responsible person to monitor the risk: 
Contingency used: amount of contingency used, if any 

 
Table 11: Risk Tools 
Tool/Software Phase Inputs Outputs Use 
Palisades 
@Risk 

Design, 
Procurement, 
& 
Construction 

Monetary best-
case, most-likely, 
worst-case 
scenario for 
inherent and 
contingent risks 

3-point estimate 
on the cost 
regarding the 
risks at hand  

Estimate 
contingency, 
estimate whether 
the cost of a 
control plan is 
worth it 

Primavera P6 Design, 
Procurement, 
& 
Construction 

Schedule and 
possible delays to 
specific tasks 

Schedule with 
built in 
contingency 
days 

Determine amount 
of days for 
schedule 
contingency 

 
9 Fault Tree Analysis, Methods, and Applications - A Review W.S. Lee 1985 August  



 
 
TopEvent FTA Construction Relationship 

between risk and 
consequence 

Likelihood of 
each 
consequence 

Determine the 
likelihood of events 
for safety risks 

BowTie XP Construction Risk causes, 
control measures, 
recovery 
measures, and 
potential outcomes 

Easy to visualize 
risk analysis to 
choose best 
control measure 

Analyze control 
and recovery 
measures to 
reduce a risk’s 
impact 

SWOT 
Analysis 
Template 

Design, 
Procurement, 
& 
Construction 

The team’s 
strengths and 
weaknesses; the 
project’s 
opportunities and 
threats. 

Easy to visualize 
risks to the team 
and project so 
that  

Analyze potential 
management risks 
and opportunities 

Risk Matrix  Design, 
Procurement, 
& 
Construction 

Likelihood and 
consequence 
scores 

Risk severity 
level 

Preliminary 
analysis 

Company 
Database 

Design, 
Procurement, 
& 
Construction 

Risk details 
including controls, 
treatment plans, 
areas for 
improvement and 
more 

Previous 
project’s risk 
registers  

Assist risk 
identification and 
development of 
controls and a 
treatment plan  

 
Table 12: Data Analytics Information 

Risk Area Data Source Amount of Data Type of Data 
Machinery/ 
Equipment 

- Company Database 
- Research Sources 
- Equipment 
manufacturer 

- last 10 projects  
- 3 research 
studies 
 

- productivity 
- causes of machinery 
failure 
- safety of operators 
- geotechnical risks  

Productivity - Company Database 
- Bureau of Labor 
Statistics  

- at least 10 
projects within 
last 5 years 

- labor productivity rates 
- management team 
weaknesses and control 
strategies (SWOT)  

Schedule delays - Company Database - last 5 similar 
projects 

- causes of significant 
delays 
- control measures taken 

Budget overruns - Company Database - last 5 similar 
projects 

- causes of significant 
expenditures 
-control measures taken 

Procurement - Company Database - last 15 projects - item/system delivery 
times 
- quality reports 
- suppliers  

Design - Company Database - at least 10 
similar projects 

- design strengths and 
weaknesses 
- design team productivity 



 
 

- inspection reports  
Weather - National Weather 

Service 
- last 30 years 
(schedule at 75% 
confidence) 

- Average amount of rain 
and wind days 
- Average amount of hot 
weather days (reduced 
productivity) 

Health & Safety - Company Database 
- OSHA  

- at least 10 
similar projects 
- projects within 
last 5 years  

- hazards 
- control measures 
- WHS requirements 

Contingency - Company Database - last 10 projects - Amount of contingency 
allocated and used 

Subcontractors - Company Database - last 10 years - Work quality 
- Financial abilities 
- Teamwork abilities  

 
Appendix C: Preliminary Analysis Risk Matrices 
Figure 1: Likelihood Table 
Score Probability Description 

4 Very Likely 
P => 65% 

This event may occur. It will likely occur monthly.  

3 Likely 
25% < P < 65% 

This event may or may not happen. It will likely occur three to 
seven times per year.  

2 Possible 
5% < P <= 25% 

This event should not happen. It may occur one to two times per 
year. 

1 Unlikely  
P <= 5% 

This event most likely will not occur. It may occur once per every 
four years.  

 
Figure 2: Consequence Table 
Score Rating Consequence 

Cost Time Health & Safety 
4 Major x > 16% of the 

total contract 
value 

x > 15% of the total 
project’s duration 
added 

Fatality or multiple persons 
injured with lost time of at 
least 3 days each.   

3 Serious 5% < x < 16% of 
the total contract 
value 

8% < x < 15% of 
the projects total 
duration added.  

Lost time injury of 3 or more 
days for one person. Or lost-
time injury of 1-2 days for 
multiple people.  

2 Minor 1% < x < 5% of 
the total contract 
value  

3% < t < 8% of the 
projects total 
duration added.  

Near miss or injury resulting 
in 0-2 days lost time.   

1 Insignificant x < 1% of the 
total contract 
value 

Less than 3% of 
the projects total 
duration added.   

First aid injury that is 
documented.   

 
  



 
 
 
Figure 3: Risk Matrix 

  Consequence 

  1 
Insignificant 

2 
Minor 

3  
Serious 

4 
Major 

Li
ke

lih
oo

d  

4 
Very Likely    

 

3 
Likely    

 

2 
Possible    

 

1 
Unlikely     

 

   
Figure 4: Escalation Table 

Risk 
Severity 

Action Item 

Severe For all risks: Present the risk to the Business Unit Leader and Chief 
Operating Officer. Analyze the effectiveness of the risk treatment as alter it 
as needed. Hire an independent consultant, if needed, to analyze mitigation 
possibilities to maintain cash flows.  

High For Commercial Risks: Present the risk to the Director of Risk 
Management. Develop and implement a treatment plan for the risk.  
Document the risk and treatment plan in the commercial risk database for 
future project’s reference. 
For Worker’s H&S Risks: Present the risk to the Director of Safety.  
Develop and implement a treatment plan for this project and future projects. 
Document the treatment plan in the risk treatment register.   

Moderate For Commercial Risks: Present the risk to the Project Risk Manager. 
Conduct a full risk assessment if the consequence score is 3 or 4. 
For Worker’s H&S Risks: The project safety manager must conduct a full 
incident analysis and create a mitigation plan. Document the risk and 
treatment in the safety risk database. 

Low For Commercial Risks: Document and monitor the risk. The project 
manager is responsible for documenting the risk on the risk register and 
monitoring the risk.  
For Worker’s H&S Risks: Document the act or condition. If it was an 
incident, including a near miss, conduct an incident review and create a 
mitigation plan for this risk on future jobs. If it is an unsafe condition, fix the 
condition and document the condition and treatment in the safety risk 
database to plan for this risk on future jobs. The project safety manager is 
responsible for documentation and ensuring all safety protocol is followed 
going forward.  

 
  



 
 
Appendix D: Risk Registers 
Table 11: Risk Identification Register 

Risk Consequence 
Type 

Likelihood 
Score 

Consequence 
Score 

Risk 
Severity 

Risk 
Description 

Cost/Schedule/WHS As determined 
by likelihood 
table 

As determined by 
consequence 
table 

shade cell to 
match risk 
matrix 
severity 

     
     
     
     
     

 
Table 12: Risk Evaluation Register 

Ri
sk 

Risk 
Type Likelihood Consequence Control Plan 

Percentage of 
Risk 

Threshold 

Risk 
Statu

s 

  
Pre-

Contro
l 

Post-
Contr

ol 
Pre-

Control 
Post-

contro
l 

Plan 
detail

s 

Estimate
d Cost 
of Plan 

Status 
of 

Action 

Pre-
Contro

l 

Post-
Contro

l 
 

 Cost 
Schedul
e 
WHS 

% % Detailed 
most-likely 
consequenc
e 

  $ Planned/ 
started/ 
complete 

% % Open
/ 
close
d 

            
            
            
            

 
Table 13: Risk Treatment Database Inputs 

Projec
t 

WBS 
Activity 

Risk Risk 
Manager 

Percent of 
Risk 
Threshold 

Treatment  Treatment 
Success 

Areas for 
Improvemen
t 

Alternative 
Treatment
s 
Considere
d 

     Type  Detaile
d Plan 

   

Project 
Name 

Activity 
description 
according 
to the Work 
Breakdown 
Structure 

Risk 
explanation 

 % Avoid, 
transfer, 
mitigate, 
accept 

 Success/no
t success 

Reflection on 
what worked 
vs didn’t work 
and how the 
treatment 
could have 
better suited 
the risk and 
the project  

Other 
treatment 
options  
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